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YOUR RUNNING 
HEADQUARTERS
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE
TERRA TRAINER
$4799
SAVE *12
It's here. Now. The Terra Trainer. For runners who like their mileage heavy and their
ouovifia
MAINE MALL
So. Portland, ME.
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 9:30
(207) 773-8131 
Sun. 12- 5
Newington Mall 
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9:30
NEWINGTON MALL
SPORT
CENTER
(603) 431-4304 
Sun.12 - 6
I took an informal survey at the Maine 
Track Club banquet recently, and it seems 
that a majority of the members enjoy cross 
country skiing, bicycling and paddle sports 
as an adjunct to their running. That even-
ing I unveiled the new logo of Maine Running. 
We are now Maine Running & Outing Magazine; 
a title that more accurately describes our 
efforts to cover all outdoor aerobic sport.
The added emphasis on other outdoor sport 
will not detract from the initial long term 
goal of the magazine, to provide the most 
complete schedule and results of running 
events in the state of Maine. We started 
with that simple motto; we will go on 
living up to it.
Don't expect to read less about running 
because of the inclusion of other sports, 
for running is the base (as Frach would 
say) of all other sport. We can excell 
at paddle sports, and bike racing and 
cross country and alpine skiing because 
we have built from a strong base of running.
So, welcome to all our skiing, biking, 
hiking, and paddle friends. Keep your 
eyes on the results of their competitions 
as well, for soon you will find they are 
us! Just ask Erik McNett, Mike Simoneau,
Gil Roderick....
MAINE RUNNING AND OUTING MAGAZINE is
published monthly at Bangor, Maine.
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259
E. Holden, ME 04429 
Telephone: (207) 843-6262
Cover photo courtesy of the Bangor Daily News
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13 JANUARY THAW 4.5 MILER. 1 p.m. at Belgrade Central School„ Showers, 
locker rooms, refreshments, individual and team awards. Contact:
Gene Roy, Rt 1, Box 215A, Oakland, ME 04963
19-20 NEW ENGLAND T.A.C. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS. Contact: Steve Vaitones, 15 
Chestnut St., Waltham, MA 02154
27 7TH ANNUAL SNOFEST 5 MILE ROAD RACE. Noon from the UofM at Augusta. 
Locker rooms, showers, and refreshments. Splits at 1 and 3 miles.
No pre-registration. $3 plus $1 SnoFest Ticket.
3 SRI CHINMOY INSPIRATION MARATHON. 
The race will be held on an exact, 
2600.
8 a.m. in Hampton, New Hampshire. 
1-mile flat loop. Call (718) 523-
THIRD ANNUAL FROSTBITE 5K. 11 a.m.
free soup, chowder, and beverages, 
runners registered and door prizes.
in Skowhegan. Showers, lots of 
T-shirts to the first one hundred
$4 pre/$5 post. Contact: Bill
Stone, Dollars for Scholars, Skowhegan Area High, Skowhegan, ME 04976.
fe
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r 10
24
4TH ANNUAL WILD KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW RUN. 11 a.m. from Katahdin High 
School in beautiful downtown Sherman. See the flyer.
FOURTH ANNUAL MID-WINTER 10 MILE CLASSIC. Noon from S.M.V.T.I., So. 
Portland. See flyer.
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC. 9 a.m. in the Athletics Fieldhouse East Bldg., 
Bates College, Lewiston, ME. See full page ad and flyer.
Yankee Sports and Running Center
34 MAIN ST. • FREEPORT
MA INE’S QUALITY R UNNING SHOP FOR THE ECONOMY MINDED R UNNER.
865-4003
| Sturdy graphite 
outside heel counter 
and compression
I molded E VA midsole 
help you run more 
I naturally.
Graphite.
Few substances known to 
Science can match it for 
resiliency and strength. 
Graphite is used in today's 
high-tech tennis rackets. In 
high performance skis.
And now Brooks uses it 
in the unique outside heel 
counter of our new 
Graphlex training shoe.
The effect is indeed 
"revolutionary."
Never before has such a 
lightweight outside heel 
counter provided so much 
sturdy support. Such solid 
stability with so much true 
flexibility.
MOLDING IS GOOD FOR 
THE SOLE
Another revolutionary 
feature of the new Graphlex 
is an EVA midsole that is 
compression molded.
Molded EVA is not only 
lighter than conventionally 
treated EVA, it's also 
noticeably denser. So it 
dampens and disperses 
shock more evenly. And 
stays resilient for many 
more miles.
BOTTOM LINE
The new Graphlex's 
graphite outside heel 
counter and molded EVA 
midsole work in concert to 
control rear foot motion 
better and let you run more 
naturally.
Together they create a
stable platform so your feet 
can take off and land more 
comfortably. And safely.
The graphite counter 
revolution from Brooks. 
Extra support and 
flexibility, without the extra 
weight.
Look for the new Brooks 
Graphlex wherever better 
athletic footwear
^IBROOKS
High performance from the ground up.
THE MAINE QUALITY OF RUNNING: 
A BOOK REVIEW
It was delivered to me like a ham sandwich without the rye, the guts of a book 
in five sections held together with a huge paper clip. Dick Goodie lovingly handed 
over the coverless end product of over two years of hard work; his personal pre-
publication copy of The Maine Quality of Running.
The occasion was the annual Maine Track Club banquet and I accepted the manu-
script with relish. In the weeks that followed I devoured the book much as I 
did my first issue of Runner’ s World back in the pre-newstand days when one had 
to earn their copies of the periodical by meeting with and running hard against 
the likes of Cliff Hatfield, Toby Hart, Skip Howard and the elements at a February 
fun run in Hampden.
Dick Goodie was around the sport of running when the only running I did was 
from a high school buddy’s car to the store to buy another pack of smokes. He 
writes with the romantic style of a war correspondent as he looks back with 
fondness at the heros who battled on the roads of Maine in the early years of 
our sport.
Here are Ralph Thomas, Robin Emery, Diane Fournier, 16 year old Joan Benoit 
fighting to maintain seven minute pace in a 5 kilometer run and the ageless 
Sam Ouellet whom Dick lets tell his own tale in his own way.
I read the many anecdotes and sage advice in*greedy snatches - during my coffee 
break, at lunch, in the john. Here was a book about a sport that is so much a 
part of the hard Yankee stock from which it sprang. Between Maine’s two great 
Olympic distance runners, Sockalexis and Benoit, Dick fits all the. pieces of 
a story that has just begun to unfold.
Homage is paid to those who have lain the foundation and direction is given 
to the rest of us who will build the sport to its highest potential.
Look for our own book, The Maine Quality 
of Running at a newstand near you. It’s 
about us, you and me, the runners of Maine 
by one of our own.
The Maine Quality of Running
by Dick Goodie, 1984
Gannett Books, Guy Gannett
Publishing Co., 390 Congress St.,
Portland, Maine 04104
CARTER’S FARM MARKET & SKI TOURING CENTER
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/^ XC SKI SHOP
(Fully Equipped)
Asnes, Epoke and Valtonen Touring Skis 
Peltonen Touring & Racing Skis 
FULL LINE OF EXCEL POLES 
ADULT PACKAGES FROM 569.95 
CHILDRENS PACKAGES FROM $49.95 
Package Includes: XC Skis, Boots, Poles, 
Set-Up and XC Lesson
XC SKI TRAILS
“X-Country Specialists for over 20 Years”
NO FEES - Donations Accepted 
Night Skiing
Rental: $6.00/day Adult - $3.00/day Child 
Lessons & Tours - Group Rates Available
Route 26, Oxford, Me. 
(207) 539-4848
OOT
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CLUB NEWS
HOG BAY TROTTERS 
PO Box 512 
Ellsworth, ME 04605
the MAINE RAMBLERS 
PO Box 264 
Augusta, ME 04330
CENTRAL MAINE STRIDERS 
PO Box 1177 
Waterville, ME 04901
NORTHERN BAY ATHLETIC CLUB
PO Box 344
Blue Hill, ME 04614
ANDROSCOGGIN RUNNING CLUB 
PO Box 382 
Auburn, ME 04210
the DOWNEAST STRIDERS 
26A Boynton St.
Bangor, ME 04401
the BETHEL OUTING CLUB the MAINE ROWDIES 
PO Box 157 c/o Charlie Gordon U.R.
Bethel, ME 04217 309 Maine St.
Brunswick, ME 04011
MARATHON SPORTS RUNNING CLUB 
R.D. 2, Box 234H 
Alfred, ME 04004
the PEN BAY PACERS 
PO Box 302 
Rockland, ME 04841
the MAINE TRACK CLUB 
PO Box 8008 
Portland, ME 04104
the Woods Runners 
Box 201
Patten, ME 04765
the AROOSTOOK JOGGERNAUTS 
93 Barton St.
Presque Isle, ME 04769
DOWNEAST ROAD RUNNERS 
Sanford YMCA 
Springvale, ME 04083
the MAINE ASSOCIATION OF THE T.A.C.
J. Frank Glynn 
14 Gray Birch Dr.
Augusta, ME 04330
Here is the most current listing of Maine's running clubs 
we have available at this time. If there are any errors 
or omissions please contact us immediately and we will 
right the wrong.
MAINE RUNNING AND OUTING WILL BE PUBLISHING THE MOST COMPLETE CALENDAR POSSIBLE WITH 
NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE. GET YOUR RACE DATE TO US IMMEDIATELY!!! IF YOU WANT PEOPLE TO 
PLAN ON YOUR EVENT, THEY MUST KNOW WHEN IT WILL BE HELD
IF YOUR COURSE IS FULLY CERTIFIED LET US KNOW ASAP, FOR ONLY TIMES RUN OVER THOSE 
COURSES WILL BE LISTED IN THE BEST OF TIMES FOR 10K AND MARATHON IN THE FEBRUARY 
ISSUE OF MR&O
MAINE RUNNING AND OUTING IS INTERESTED IN HIRING AN ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE FOR 
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN MAINE. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED AND COULD USE THE ADDITIONAL IN-
COME SENT A PHOTO, RESUME AND REFERENCES TO MAINE RUNNING AND OUTING, PO BOX 259,
E. HOLDEN, ME 04429.
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DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO. 
INVITES YOU TO COMPETE IN ONE OF 
MAINE’S PREMIER TRACK & FIELD EVENTS
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO.
669 Main Street, P.O. Box 1582 
Lewiston, Maine 04240
ENTRY IN THIS ISSUE OF MAINE RUNNING
OR
CONTACT: JOHN P. LAFRENIERE 
Meet Director 
207-784-5404
MAINE
NORDIC COUNCIL
NOTE: A skier attempting to win the MNC Race Series Championship in his or her age group, must compete in at 
least two races of more than 10 kilometers, at least three races of 10 or less kilometers, and the MNC Champion-
ships
Jan 6
Jan 13
Jan 19
Jan 20
Jan 27
Feb 3
CHANGE DATE! 2 Feb
Feb 10
Feb 17
at Carrabassett Valley on the 17th of March. Awards will be given out at that competition.
CARTER'S LAST STAND. Carter's Farm Market STC, Oxford. 2k & 5K at 11 a.m. $2 for 2K; $4 for 5K. 
Contact: David J. Carter, Rt 26, Oxford, ME 04270 539-4848
SPRUCE MT. CHALLENGE. Spruce Mt XC Center, Livermore. 7.5K at 1 p.m. $4 Contact: Randy Easter,
RED 2, Box 8425, Jay, ME 04239 645-4630
BEN-LOCH FARM NORDIC COMPETITION. Ben-Loch Farm STC, Dixmont. 10K 5 2IK at 10 a.m. and Noon.
$6.00 Contact: Howard Foley, Box 1020, Dixmont, ME 04932 257-4768
WILD MOOSE RUN. CVTC, Carrabassett Valley. 15K at 12:30 p.m. $6.00 
Contact: CVTC, Carrabassett Valley, Kingfield, ME 04947 237-2205
See our ad in THE PACK section of this issue of MR.
SNORADA CUP. Snorada Rec Center, Auburn. 5K (Jr II), 10K (Jr I,
Women), and 15K (Sr Men) start at 10 a.m. $6.00 Contact: Byron 
Davis, 525 Lake St., Auburn, ME 04210 782-6602
SUMMIT SPRINGS SIZZLER. Summit Springs STC, Poland Springs.
10K at 1 p.m. for $5. Contact: Summit Springs STC, Box 455 
Poland Springs, ME 04274 647-3603
GREAT CARIBOU BOG RACE & XC SKI TOUR. Sponsored by the 
Penobscot Paddle & Chowder Society. Bangor Mall, Bangor.
18K Contact: Adrian Humphreys, Box 202, Orono, ME 04473 
866-5652
RANGELEY RAMBLE. Ski Nordic at Saddleback, Rangeley.
10K at 1 p.m. for $6. Contact: Ski Nordic TC Director,
Ski Nordic, Saddleback, Rangeley, ME 04970. 864-5366
NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC. Sponsored by the Farmington Ski 
Club. Titcomb Mt. STC, Farmington. 10K at 12:30 p.m. for
$6.00 Contact: Northern Lights, PO Box 108, Farmington, ME 04938 778-6566
BLACK MT NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford. 5,10,&15K at 10 a.m. for $6 Contact: Eric Roderick, 
Strafford Ave., Rumford, ME 04276 364-8977 or Jeff Knight, 50 Congress St., Rumford, ME 04276
MT. KINEO NORDIC SKI CHALLENGE. The Birches STC, Rockwood. 10K at 10 a.m. for only $4 Contact: The 
Birches Ski Touring Center, Box 81, Rockwood, ME 04478. See our ad on this page.
Feb 24
Mar 2
CHESUNCOOK LAKE 
WILDERNESS 
TOURING
For serious advanced cross country 
skiers who wish to enjoy the challenge 
of the wilderness of northern Maine.
Groups of 8 to 12 our specialty fly-in 
or ski-in only. Dining on premises.
Write for free brochure:
BERT & MAGGIE McBURNIE 
Rt. 76 BOX 655
CHESUNCOOK VILLAGE 
GREENVILLE, ME. 04441 
Tel. c/o Folsom’s Air Service 
(207) 695-2821
Mar 3 WILD MT HARE RACE. Ski Nordic at Saddleback,
Rangeley. 10K at 1 p.m. for $7 Nordic Combined 
Championship. Contact; Ski Nordic TC Director,
Ski Nordic, Saddleback, Rangeley, ME 04970
Mar 9 SUNDAY RIVER LANGLAUF. Sunday River STC, Bethel.
13K at 1:30 p.m. for $5. Contact: Sunday River 
STC, RED 2, Box 1688, Bethel, ME 04217 824-2410
Mar 10 TITCOMB MT SKI FEST. Sponsored by the Farmington 
Ski Club. 5K and 10K at 1 p.m. for $6. Heart 
Fund Benefit. Contact: Sandy Record, Box 2140 
RED 1, Wilton, ME 04254 645-4531
Mar 17 LEPRECHAUM LOPPET. CVTC, Carrabassett Valley.
15K at 1 p.m. for $6. MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL 
SERIES CHAMPIONSHIPS. Contact: Bill Chenard,
CVTC, Carrabassett Valley, Kingfield, ME 04947 
237-2205. See our ad in THE PACK
JUMPING
Jan 5 OXFORD COUNTY NORDICS. Swan's Corner Jumps, Bethel.
With Carter's Last Stand for Nordic Combined 2 P.M. 
for $4
Jan 12 FRANKLIN COUNTY NORDICS. Titcomb Mt Stearns Jumps.
10, 20 & 30 Meters With Spruce Mt. Challenge for 
NC. 2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Randy Easter (address 
above)
Jan 19 WILD MOOSE NORDICS. Titcomb Mt. Stearns Jumps, 
Farmington. 10, 20, & 30 Meter with Wild Moose 
Run for NC. 2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Bill Chenard 
(address above)
Jan 26 SNORADA NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford. 5,
10, 20, & 30 Meter with Snorada Cup for NC. 2 p.m. 
for $4. Contact: Eric Roderick, (address above)
Feb 2 SUMMIT SPRINGS SPRINGER TOURNEY. Swan's Corner Jumps, 
Bethel. With Summit Springs Sizzler for NC. 2 p.m. 
for $4 Contact: Summit Springs STC (address above)
Feb 9 RUMFORD WINTER CARNIVAL. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford 
5,10,20, & 30 Meter. With Rangeley Ramble for NC.
2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Eric Roderick (address above)
Feb 16 NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC. Titcomb Mt. Stearns Jumps 
Farmington. 10,20, & 30 Meter with Northern Lights 
Classic for NC. 2 p.m. for $4 See NL above
Feb 23 BLACK MT NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford 5,
10, 20 & 30 Meter with Black Mt Nordics for NC 
2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Eric Roderick (address above)
BILL KOCH SKI LEAGUE
ABOUT THE LEAGUE - The Bill Koch Ski League (BKSL) is a developmental program for cross country skiing and ski jumping. 
The League is comprised of hundreds of local BKSL clubs across the country. These clubs are divided into geographical 
districts, organized by adult volunteers.
The goal of each local BKSL club is to teach children that cross country skiing and ski jumping are fun. Examples 
of club activities are ski tours with a picnic lunch, playing tag on skis, or jumping from a small snow bump.
ABOUT BILL KOCH - The Bill Koch Ski League is named for Bill Koch, America's most famous cross country skier. When 
Bill was 21, he won a silver medal in the 1976 Winter Olympics and later he went on to win the Cross Country World 
Cup title. Bill started cross country skiing and ski jumping in a club similar to the many BKSL clubs described 
here.
YOU CAN JOIN THE BILL KOCH SKI LEAGUE - Join an existing BKSL club in your town. With the help of an adult volunteer, 
start your own BKSL club through your school, boy/girl scouts, or friends and neighbors. Become an individual member 
by writing for an application.
WHEN YOU JOIN THE BILL KOCH SKI LEAGUE - YOU RECEIVE: BKSL newsletter; Colorful wall poster; Patch; Membership card; 
U.S. Ski Association sticker; BKSL stickers for your skis; Schedule/poster of regional events. All this for $3.00! 
Write for an application.
ADULTS ARE NEEDED TOO! - As an adult, you can become a coach/leader by forming new BKSL clubs or help with existing 
BKSL clubs. Your membership is free and includes: Adult patch; BKSL newsletter; Schedule of regional ski events; 
Schedule of U.S. Ski Coaches Association clinics; Manuals/publications at reduced costs.
FORM A BKSL CLUB IN YOUR TOWN - Receive: Liability insurance; Handbooks and manuals; Fund-raising opportunities; 
Posters to promote the league; Reduced costs for race and event materials such as scoreboards, bibs and ribbons;
Videos and films at low rental rates. All that is needed is an adult volunteer and interested children. Club fee: 
$15/year. Write for a BKSL introductory club packet.
Movies and Videos - I Hope I Get A Purple Ribbon - A 20-minute introduction to the Bill Koch Ski League. (A 16mm Film) 
Introduction to the Bill Koch Ski League - A 21-minute clinic and lesson. (A 3/4 inch video)
The Bill Koch Ski League Introductory Video - A 3*j minute introduction. (A 3/4 inch video)
Available by writing the BKSL office. Cost: $3 each to cover shipping and handling.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR AN APPLICATION WRITE: BKSL Office, P.O. Box 727, Brattleboro, VT 05301 (802) 254-6077
DISTRICT ONE BILL KOCH LEAGUE SCHEDULE 
(Maine and Northern New Hampshire)
January 6
January 13
January 20
January 27
February 3
February 9
February 10
February 16
February 17
February 24
March 3
March 10
2K and 5K Citizens Races at Carter's Farm 
Qualifier in Auburn with Relay Races also 
Qualifier in Jackson, N.H. 12 noon 
Qualifier in Rumford Jump at 10 a.m. and 
Qualifier in Andover 11 a.m.
Qualifier in Rumford in Jumping 10 a.m. 
Qualifier in Bethel in XC 9 a.m. 
Qualifier in Farmington in Jumping 2 p.m. 
Qualifier in Farmington in XC 10:30 a.m. 
Open
Championships of Eastern Division of USSA 
Race in Carrabassett Valley 1 p.m.
Market TC in Oxford 11 a.m.
10 a.m.
XC at Noon
MAINE ALPINE RACING ASSOCIATION
Perhaps your tastes run to the down hill variety of skiing. How about becoming involved with the Maine Alpine 
Racing Association. You can find out much more about them by writing Kathy Allen, Box 242, Stratton, ME 04982 
Tell her you read about it in Maine Running and Outing Magazine. Here is the schedule for Junior Development 
and Seeded Racers:
JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT III and IV SCHEDULE
Jan 6 2SL 1
Jan 20 2SL 1
Jan 27 2GS 1
Feb 3 2SL 1
Feb 10 2GS !
Feb 23-24 SL/GS
Mar 2-4 SL/GS
Mar 16-18 SL/GS
Mar 30-31 SL/GS
$10 at 10 a.m. Contact: Linda Hill, 102 Sunderland Dr.,
Auburn, ME 04210. Open to all.
Pleasant Mountain. $10 at 10 a.m. Contact: Bruce Douglass, Pleasant Mt., Bridgton, ME 04409. 
Upcountry GS, Saddleback Mt. $11 at 10 a.m. Contact: Race Secretary, Box 592, Rangeley, ME 04970 
Wes Marco, Titcomb Hill. $10 at 10 a.m. Contact: Steve Godomsky, 35 Stewart Ave., Farmington, ME 
SUGARLOAF. $11 at 10 a.m. Contact: Sugarloaf Ski Club, Box 2282, Kingfield, ME 04947
STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS, SADDLEBACK. $22.00 9 a.m. on Sat/10 a.m. on Sun Contact: Steve Godomsky
35 Stewart Ave., Farmington, ME 04938
Eastern Qualifier, Burke Mountain Academy
Junior Olympics, Killington, VT
MARA Spring Series, Sugarloaf. $22 at 10 a.m.
MARA
Contact: Sugarloaf Ski Club. Open to all
SEEDED COMPETITORS
Jan 6 GS Saddleback Cup. $15 at 9 :30
Jan 14-16 DH Sugarloaf Schuss. $30 at 10
Jan 19 SL Titcomb, Farmington. $12 at
Jan 20 GS Saddleback Roundup. $15 ,at '
Sugarloaf SC
SKI TOURING CENTERS
Name of Facility 
Address
Season Terrain %
Wooded
Kilos
A B C D
BEN-LOCH FARM Dec 10 Rolling 85 30 12 70
RFD #1, Box 1020 to
Dixmont, ME 04932 Mar 15
(207) 257-4768
THE BIRCHES STC Dec to Flat to 95 35 UL 50 25
PO Box 81 April Mounts
Rockwood, ME 04478
(207) 534-7305
CARRABASSETT VALLEY Dec to Variable 85 90 15 30 55
CV, ME 04947 April
(207) 237-2205
CARTER'S FARM MKT TC Dec to Rolling 80 10 UL 80 20
Route 26 March
Oxford, ME 04270
(207) 539-4848
CHESUNCOOK LAKE Jan to Rolling 50 40
WILDERNESS TOURING March & Lakes
Rt 76, Box 655
Greenville, ME 04441
(Radiophone) (207) 695 -2821
SUNDAY RIVER INN Nov 30 Rolling 99 25 UL 30 40
RFD 2, Box 1688 to
Bethel, ME 04217 Apr 15
(207) 824-2410
LEGEND A = Kilos Maintained and Tracked T = Toilets
B = Kilos Wilderness L = Lodge
C = Kilos Entry Level % C = Change Rooms
D = Kilos More Difficult % w = Wax Room
E = Kilos Most Difficult % s = Sales & Rentals
UL = Unlimited LU =8 Lunch Counter
CO == MNC Competition
B = BKL Competition
18 $3.50
$5.00
25 $3.00
$7.00
15 $4.50
$7.00
Donations
Negotiable
100 Group 
Package
Trail Fee Operating Schedule T L C W S LU CO B 
E Group Lesson
Fridays thru Sunday X X X X X X X 
& Holidays
Daylight/Daily
9 to 5 Daily
9 to 5 Daily/Nites
XXXXXX X X
X X X X X X X
Group Package
We’ll make it worth your while 
to ski off our peak.
A skiing vacation at Sugarloaf/USA is always something special, 
with our big mountain skiing, trailside living and complete 
Alpine Village — but if you ski off our peak periods, 
you’ll find Sugarloaf/USA
Join us between January 6 - 
February 15 for a 
MID-WINTER LIFT.
We have special 
3 and 5-day mid-
week packages 
for as little 
as $149 
per person* 
for Mountainside
Condominium lodging and skiing.
And from April 1 until the close of the season — spring skiing at its best 
packages are from $129 per person.*
Plus, both packages offer lots of extras like sleigh rides, picnics, apres-ski parties, and lessons — and as always, 
kids six and under ski free. Now isn’t that enough to pique your interest in off-peak skiing?
*based upon maximum occupancy in a Mountainside Condominium
MID-WINTER LIFT 
FROM $149'PERSON*
FROM $129/PERSON*
our RUN FOR THE SUN
For an exciting color magazine and more information, just mail this coupon to:
Sugarloaf/USA, Box N25, Kingfield, Maine 04947 or call 1-2O7-237-2OOO. For
accommodations call 1-800-451-0002 or in Maine, 1-800-THE-LOAF.
Name_________________________________________________________________________
Address______ ____________________________________________________________________________________________
City _________________________________ _ ___________________________________________  State_______ Zip_____
X X X X X X X
X X X X X
MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL
16 Stewart Avenue
jrmif.qron. Me. 04938
?KERS SKI, INC., Nordic Acres Way, Andover, ME 04216 
(207) 392-3123 99% wooded 5K maintained and tracked
AROOSTOOK STC, Wrightville Rd., Box 291, Ashland, ME 
04732 (207) 435-6076 90% wooded 10K maintained
BLACK MTN OF MAINE, 50 Congress St., Rumford, ME 04276 
(207) 364-8977 90% wooded 15K maintained & tracked
CAMDEN HILLS STATE PARK/TANGLEWOOD CAMP, 375 Main St., 
Rockland, ME 04841 (207) 594-2104 100% wooded
COUGAR COUNTRY TC, Mt. Blue High School, Seamon Rd, 
Farmington, ME 04938 (207) 778-3561 30% wooded
5K maintained and tracked
COUNTRY CLUB INN TC, Mingo Loop, Rangeley, ME 04970 
(207) 864-3831 40% wooded 5K maintained & tracked
GOULD ACADEMY XC CTR, Gould Academy, Bethel, ME 04217 
(207) 824-2161 75% wooded 7.5K maintained
HEBRON SKIWAY XC CENTER, Hebron Academy, Hebron, ME 
04238 (207) 966-2100 95% wooded 10K maintained
HOLLEY FARM RESORT, Holley Rd., Famington, ME 04938 
(207) 778-4869 75% wooded 11K maintained
KATAHDIN LAKE WILDERNESS CAMPS, PO Box 398, Millinoc-
ket, ME 04462 All wooded except lakes 10K tracked
NATANIS CROSS COUNTRY TOURING CENTER, RFD #1, Box 554, 
Augusta, ME 04330 (207) 622-6533 75% wooded 10K
maintained and tracked
OAK RIDGE CROSS COUNTRY TOURING CENTER, Route 7,
Brooks, ME 04921 (207) 722-3517 75% wooded
25K maintained and tracked
SKI NORDIC at SADDLEBACK, Saddleback Ski Area,
Rangeley, ME 04970 (207) 864-3380 99% wooded
25K maintained and tracked
SNORADA RECREATION CENTER, 525 Lake Street, Auburn,
ME 04210 (207) 782-6602 90% wooded 15K maintained
SPRUCE MTN XC CENTER, RFD 2, Box 8425, Jay, ME 04239 
(207) 645-4630 95% wooded 15K maintained and tracked
SQUAW MT SKI TOURING CENTER, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)
695-2272 75% wooded 15K maintained and tracked
SUMMITT SPRINGS SKI TOURING CENTER, Box 455, Poland 
Springs, ME 04274 (207) 647-3603 85% wooded 12K
maintained and tracked
TITCOMB MT SKI TOURING CENTER, Morrison Hill Road, 
Farmington, ME 04938 (207) 778-9031 90% wooded
25K maintained and tracked
Sunday River
Ski Touring Center
Sunday River Road, Bethel 
Maine 04217 (207) 824-2410
Cross Country Ski 
With Us
40 Km of Expertly Groomed Trails 
Cross Country Ski School 
Rental Shop
Telemark Instruction & Equipment 
Snack Bar — Warming Room 
Guided Wilderness Tours 
Affordable Country Lodging at
Sunday River Inn
**★*★★**★**★**★*
Write for Complete Information PackageJ
Benloch Farm 
Ski
Touring Center
Ft.F.D. #1, Box 1020 
North Road 
Dixmont, Maine 04932 
257-4768
YOU'RE SURROUNDED BY MILES OF WOODLAND AND MEADOWS - IT'S PEACEFUL, AND THE 
FOREST IS LIKE A QUIET ROOM WITH A SNOW-WHITE CARPETING THAT LETS YOU MOVE 
SILENTLY AND SWIFTLY. YOU'RE NORDIC SKIING. YOU EXPERIENCE A GREATER AWARENESS 
OF YOUR ENVIRONMENT AND AN APPRECIATION OF NATURE. YOU NOTICE HOW TRANQUIL 
IT IS AND HOW WARM YOU ARE, AND HOW EVERY PART OF YOUR BODY FEELS ALIVE. IT'S 
A SENSE OF FREEDOM, ALIVENESS, ELATION, AND YOU FEEL ALERT AND HEALTHY BECAUSE 
YOU'RE EXERCISING IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS. BEN-LOCH FARM HAS 34 KILOMETERS OF 
TRAILS THAT ARE ALL ONE-WAY, DOUBLE-TRACKED AND GROOMED WITH THE BACHLER 
SYSTEM, AND WE BELIEVE SECOND TO NONE IN THE STATE OF MAINE.
DIRECTIONS FROM BANGOR: TAKE I-95 SOUTH FROM BANGOR TO EXIT 42 (ROUTE 143 
ETNA-DIXMONT); LEAVE INTERSTATE AND GO LEFT ON ROUTE 143, A DISTANCE OF 3.6 
MILES; TURN RIGHT AT BEN-LOCH FARM SIGN - 1% MILES AND YOU ARE THERE.
THE 6TH ANNUAL ROWDY ULTRA
by Ed Rice
Winslow engineer Bryant Bourgoin ran 6:50's 
pace for the first 42 miles and easily out-
distanced a 19-member starting field to win 
the 6th Annual Rowdy Ultra 50-Mile Race, in 
a time of 5 hours, 57 minutes, 37 seconds.
For Bourgoin, a noted ultra distance ath-
lete who held his age group record (33) last 
year for running 100 miles in the U.S., it 
was his first victory in an ultra event.
He knocked almost 17 minutes off his pre-
vious best for 50 miles.
Trailing by as much as seven minutes in 
an earlier stage, Bourgoin was behind at 
the 26-mile mark but caught and passed 
well-known Triathlete Dave Roberts of 
Kennebunk at around the 30-mile mark and, 
as the cliche goes, never looked back.
Roberts, who has had a strong impact on 
the New England and national triathlon 
scene, took second place in 6:41.24. Third 
place went to the consistent Tom Taylor of 
Gorham who turned comic at one late junc-
ture of his run. Asked if he needed any-
thing as he passed the refreshment table 
at the start/finish line point on the four- 
mile loop, Taylor quipped: "Morphine!'’
Fast gaining stature in ultra distance running, to include 24-hour grinds, Darren 
Billings, formerly of Bowdoinham and now from Massachusetts, was six minutes late 
arriving at the starting line and also took one long respite during the run. Still, 
he captured fourth, in 7:24.02.
In his first 50-miler, Ed Rice of Bangor finished in fifth place, in a time of 
7:27.53. Capturing the women’s title for the event, also in her first ultra, Debbie 
Sawyer finished sixth overall and celebrated her victory with an ecstatic leap of joy 
as she crossed the finish line.
Seventh was the incomparable Carlton Mendell, 62, of Portland, the impressive run-
ning machine who logged 125-plus miles to win the Rowdy 24-hour competition earlier 
this year. Carlton ran 8:12.59...and can be "forgiven" if he didn’t quite keep to his 
planned 8-minute pace. You see, just two weeks earlier Carlton had completed another 
50-miler, in Massachusetts, and just the week before, he ran a marathon!
Impressive, indeed, were the finishes of the last three runners to complete the 50 
miles. As well as being caught in the first deluge of rain in the late afternoon, 
the persevered through the second, third and fourth ones and also had to endure the 
fast-developing, shivering cold temperatures and early evening’s darkness.
Taking eighth was Dennis Collins of Methuen, Mass., in 8:41.23; ninth was Carol 
Gayton of Topsham, 8:44.11, the second and only other woman in the field (for a 100 
percent completion rate!); and tenth, Fred Ward of Brunswick, 9:03.15.
Some nationally-known luminaries in ultra distance running began the Rowdy Ultra 
but did not complete it. Ray Scammell, a former national champion at the distance
(who's won the Lake Waramaug 50-miler and a 100-miler at Shea Stadium among others), 
and Jim Murphy, another familiar name among the ultra elite, both dropped out at 
30 miles- It was also hoped that Bernd Heinrich, who holds the Rowdy Ultra record 
of 5:22.48 (and termed by race director Gary Cochrane as "the real Superstar" of 
ultra running), would return but apparently illness kept him away.
Three of Maine's elite ultra distance runners didn't compete because they were 
serving as race officials. In addition to race director Cochrane, Bill Gayton and 
Kim Beaulieu capably handled the day-long event. Beaulieu, who holds the women's 
course record (6:22.56) and had the fastest time in the nation last year for 50 
miles, had to scratch after suffering injury en route to her win in the Casco Bay 
Marathon.
Kim on hand meant the runners benefitted from her encouragement and in-
enthusiasm (and for males, loveliness!), her sage advice (she saved my 
stitch at mile 42!) and her "victory" finishing hugs 
for my dear wife Cher...yes, Kim hugged everyone, not
Having 
fectious
ass from a persistent 
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AT THE RACES
(see
just me!
GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUN PART III 
Freeport Nov 18th
We had a great turnout for the Great 
Osprey Ocean Run Part III. The race 
day was cool, but the wind from the 
day before had died down and it was 
a near perfect day for mid-November.
Over 30 volunteers helped make the 
race a success with two age group 
records being broken.
Awards were given out at the high 
school after the runners had viewed 
a color videotape replay of the race.
The Shed donated 24 awards, Yankee 
Sports and Running Center 6 awards 
and the Athletic Attic of Portland 
two gift certificates. Several 
prizes were given out by drawing 
names out of a hat, as well as to 
the division winners:
Eric McNett (19-29) 34:04; Steve Sarkozy 
14-18, 34:10; Phil Stuart 30-39, 34:53 
Henry Golet 40-49, 35:09; Joanne Cole 
19-29, 43:54 & Kate Boland 30-39, 46:54
Save Your Numbers!
Racing * *Footnotes
Introducing a unique gift for the runner — Racing* 
^Footnotes. This handsome addition to the runner’s library 
becomes a visual diary of running achievements: A beautiful, Hi-
Tech book, perfect for the coffee table or bookcase.
The pages of Racing* * Footnotes display runner’s bib 
numbers, photos or medals and a Racing* * Footnotes data 
card (provided) to enter statistics for each race. Keep it handy for 
analysis of past races, winning strategy, or just to show! Order your 
first book now.
Enclose your check for $17M + $2°° shipping and 
handling for each Racing Footnotes Ordered. 
Enclose your check for $8M (shipping included) for 
additional sets of 13 pages and 14 runner’s data cards.
Name
Address
City
State Zip
□ Check here for information on Racing* *Footnotes 
complete Runner’s System — (Book-Calendar & Log)
Make Checks Payable to:
Po-Wer Feat, P.O. Box 83429, Los Angeles, CA 90083
SAY YOU SAW IT IN “MAINE RUNNING” 
Racing* ‘Footnotes Copyright Mar. 1, 1984 Posadas/Werman® ™
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of
accessories.
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty - Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets 
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
OCEAN STATE MARATHON
Bob,
Ran Ocean State Marathon this weekend. 
Thought you'd be interested that Jo Comeau 
China, ME, Central Maine Strider, won the 
master's division.
Thanks for the reminder.
Chip (Carey)
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6TH ANNUAL MAINE SAVINGS BANK GASPING GOBBLER 
Augusta Nov 22
It took a new course record, but Gerry 
Clapper kept alive his perfect record at 
the Gasping Gobbler 10K. He has won every 
edition of the six year old race. This 
year Stan Bickford, 21 of Clinton severely 
challenged Clapper, 23 of Bucksport, as both 
runners were under Clapper's previous best 
time of 31:09. Clapper, a former Univ. of 
Maine runner ran 30:29 and Bickford 30:58. 
John Fitzgerald, 20 of Bates College, was 
third in 31:37.
Stan, following in famous brother Bruce's 
footsteps at Northeastern University said, 
"Gerry was too strong on the downhills and 
flats. I was able to stay with him through 
the two big hills during the middle part of 
the race, but he pulled away from me at 
about 4^ miles on the flat stretch at the 
end of the race."
Clapper, who has been training for only 
nine weeks since suffering from a knee in-
jury was very pleased by his 10K time of 
30:29, which is bettered only by his 30:12 
at the 1983 Benjamin's. Considering the 
tough Gobbler course, he should be very 
pleased.
Diane Wood, 22 of Augusta, was the women's 
winner in 39:50 holding off two young Water-
ville runners: Linda Roberts, 18 in 40:14 
and Jill Sheive, 17 in 41:48.
In the 2 Mile Race, Jason Greenleaf, 16 
of Litchfield won in a time of 10:24. Alex 
Hammer, 19 of Orono, and Michael Bard, 24 
of Winslow, finished 2nd and 3rd with the 
same time of 10:29. Annie Blumer, 29 of 
Orono, was the first woman in 12:17, fol-
lowed by Lenora Felker, only 13 of Yarmouth 
in 12:42 and Ellen Spring, 31 of Thomaston 
in 14:28.
The beautiful sunny weather, the 
300 long sleeve T-Shirts given out, 
and the 60 turkeys awarded as prizes 
combined to attract a record setting 
crowd of 359 runners (238 in the 10K, 
121 in the 2 Mile) to the two races, 
70 more than last year. The Gobbler 
has become a Family tradition as each 
year whole families enter the races, 
working up a hearty appetite. Maine 
Savings Bank sponsored the races 
which were organized by the Maine 
Road Ramblers and the Augusta Rec-
reation Department.
Greg Nelson
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Meanwhile...
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CLASSIC 
Portland Expo 4 Miler Nov 22nd
Andy Kimball (Westbrook) and Wanda 
Haney (South Portland) were winners 
in the Thanksgiving Holiday Classic. 
For Kimball, the race signalled the 
end of a recent racing slump. He’ll 
join his St. Joseph's X-Country 
teammates for the indoor track sea-
son. Kimball was followed by much 
improved Barry Fifield of Portland 
and Sacoppee Valley H.S. sophomore 
Willie Dumont.
Haney set a course record in besting 
the 36 women-in the field. This 
year’s Class A X-Country will be 
defending her mile and 2 mile state 
indoor track titles in February at 
Bates College. Cheryl Bascomb fin-
ished second, followed by Denise 
Harlow, Catherine McAuley freshman 
standout. Bascomb, a former sprinter 
for Dartmouth College (24+, 57+), 
recently moved to Portland from 
Hanover, N.H.
This year's race preceded the 73rd 
edition of the Portland-Deering 
football rivalry and featured a 
special category for PHS-DHS alumni. 
Top Deering grads were Mike Kimball 
(father of Andy, class of ’58) and 
Diane Lavangie. Portland alumni 
winners were Wayne Pelletier '84, and 
Jean Thomas '54.
George Towle
snow.
RUN ON ICE AND SNOW
WITHOUT FALLING
NEVER-SLIP SAFETY TREADS will keep 
you running safely all winter.
Not just when the roads are hare. 
The snow tire-like studs will grip 
absolutely on ice and 
The two ounce natural 
rubber sandal fits
comfortably over 
your shoe. The 
comfort and 
support of your 
shoes stays the 
same and the studs 
under the foot can 
not be felt.
Call today for a 
performance report.
$15*95 plus tax ad 1.00 for post.
THE FOOT COMFORT STORE
89 Main. St. Downtown Bangor
_____ Phone 9^7-7061
Scho//
Making sport shoes for kids isn't child's 
play. They have to be designed and built for
KID AROUND,
shoes so seriously They're modeled after NIKE shoe^ 
worn by the pros. So you can depend on 
quality, durability and support.
NIKE doesn't kid around. Should you? |
1 b oes
.NIKL
JAfTlES BAILEY CO. IRC.
The fllaine Tradition in Sports
264 Middle Str Monument Square 
Intown Portland: 1 774-6635
Chariot
Stamp out 
rock & roll.
The new Brooks® 
Chariot, the state-of- 
the-art technology 
in high-performance 
running shoes. The 
exclusive Diagonal 
Roll BarrM provides 
a natural barrier to 
help prevent the foot 
from rolling too far 
inward.
^BROOKS
High performance from the ground up.
The
Starting
Block
Running & Aerobic Wear
The Runners' Emporium
117 Water Street (207)622-6225 Hallowell. Maine 04347
EAST COAST X COUNTRY CLASSIC 
Raleigh, N.C. Nov 24th
I am sending you the results of the 
Chebeague Island Track Club’s partic-
ipation in the East Coast Classic in 
Raleigh, North Carolina on November 
24, 1984. Our running club decided 
to attend this race rather than com-
pete in the T.A.C. J.O.’s.
We were very impressed with the meet 
organization (meet results posted within 
one half hour after each race) and the 
facilities. We were impressed enough 
so that next year we plan to return.
In 1985 the race will be the T.A.C. age 
class nationals. Anyone seeking more 
information could contact Bob Baxter,
800 Purdue St., Raleigh, N.C. 27609.
Irving Felker
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24 HOUR RUNATHON
Freeport Dec 1
RUNAWAY 
BEST SELLER.
Before they run out. 43 Cottage^Bar Harbor
On December 1st the Maine Coasters, the 
L.L. Bean Running Club, ran a 24 Hour Run- 
athon for the Maine Chapter of Reye's Syn-
drome Foundation. Reye’s Syndrome is an 
often fatal disease affecting children 
from infancy through age 19, often assoc-
iated with chicken pox and influenza.
The Runathon was a great success. We 
raised in excess of $3,200 (money is still 
coming in).
We had 30 Maine Coasters taking shifts 
on a 3 mile course through downtown Free-
port and a half mile course at L.L. Bean's 
warehouse site. With a group start (which 
included Leon Gorman, L.L. Bean’s President) 
and finale and a buddy system during the 
night, we totaled:
416.5 group miles
170 miles total distance at a
8:28 per mile pace
The Maine Coasters, which is made up 
solely of L.L. Bean employees, was started 
in 1983. The Club’s main function is 
directing the L.L. Bean 10K Race held 
on July 4th in Freeport. Now we have 
something to give us a little Christmas 
spirit, during this L.L. Bean's busiest 
time - the annual 24 Hour Runathon for 
Reye's Syndrome Foundation.
Brian Hall
Once there was this fabulous race
which nobody believed would happen 
except a little girl named Deidra Murphy
by Terri Stanley
Murphy is good Irish name so maybe it was the Luck'o the Irish which helped Deidra 
Murphy a winner in the first race she ever entered.
However, it can’t be discounted that although there were about 17 men racing, she 
was the only entrant in the women’s category that day.
For a race which was offering $500,000 and a new automobile to the winners at the 
national level, it was more than a little odd that there weren’t mobs of competitors.
Don Back, who manages Wendy’s Restaurants in Bangor, and who organized the Kaypro 
Super Run 84 race for the state, says that it was because there were a lot of ques-
tions about the application.
For one thing, since it was a race designed to have one male and one female winner 
in each of the 50 states to compete in Las Vegas in October, all registrations forms 
had to be sent, along with $10 to Las Vegas.
But the location of the race in each state wasn't listed on the application.
"I think a lot of people thought it was a scam or something," he said.
Since it was the first such race, he admits, such glitches weren’t unusual but he 
says that next year things will be different.
The time of the race, 7:30 a.m. was a little odd also, but he explained that it was 
to be run at the same in every state and in some states it gets very hot very early.
Adding to his woes was the fact that there was also a well-established women's road 
race that day in Augusta which attracted most of the female runners in the area, Back 
said.
But not Deidra Murphy. When the family ate at the Waterville Wendy's Restaurant one 
day last spring, her mother noticed the applications and suggested that her daughter 
enter.
She did. And she won.
If you're going to win one road race, this was the one to win, it turned out.
Winning the Maine race in Waterville on the Saturday of Labor Day weekend (with a 
time of 56:34) qualified her to run in the Super Run I national competition in Las 
Vegas.
Late last month she did just that.
She led the 10K race there for the first quarter-mile - "Then they started passing 
me...They were big and long-legged," says Deidre who is neither.
Although she didn’t place, she attracted attention as.the youngest runner in the 
race. As did one woman who was six months pregnant (she finished) and another who 
ran on crutches (she didn't). z —;
The run is sponsored by Wendy's, American Airlines, American Motors and other com-
panies and offered, at the national level a.cash grand prize of $500,000 each to the 
man and woman first-place winners along with an AMC Jeep Cherokee Chief automobile 
and other prizes.
As the state winner in the women's category, Deidre won a Kaypro computer and printer
sports clothing, luggage and the trip to Las Vegas.
Winner in the men's category here in Maine was Peter Churney (with a time of 32:32) 
who summers in Castine. Although there was some dispute about his being a Maine 
resident, the national director approved his application, Back said.
He also competed in Las Vegas despite having broken his foot just after the Maine 
race. He nearly won, Deidre and her family say, although he broke his leg during 
the Las Vegas run. He spent six-hours in the hospital once the race was over, the 
Murphys say.
The 12-year-old who is in seventh grade at Skowhegan Junior High School had always 
liked to run, she says, but that was just plain old running. Not running as in track, 
not running as in race.
Deidra and her family just moved to Maine a few months ago from Houston, Texas, and 
in Houston it's too hot to run or do almost anything else outside, she says.
It was about like that during the Las Vegas race.
"It was about 95°," she remembers. Her mother says it might have been more like 79° 
But no matter what the degree-reading, all agree it was hot.
"They were getting nosebleeds," from the hot, dry air, Deidra recalls.
Nevertheless, she says she never once thought about quitting.
"I just couldn't wait for it to be over."
For her efforts in the national race, Deidra received an airlines ticket good for 
$175 worth of travel and an Olympic-style medal at the awards banquet at the Golden 
Nugget. Olympics champion Bob Mathias and television actress Betty Thomas ("Hill 
Street Blues") were there.
An extra bonus was meeting the movie star Ryan O'Neal who was making a movie in the 
area.
Deidra may join the ranks of television performers when the race is shown in an hour 
long documentary on PM magazine this fall. It is also supposed to be featured in Run-
ner 's World magazine. Editor Bob Booker says the race will be written up in the 
January issue of Maine Running as well.
Deidra began training right after she learned about the Super Run in June.
She started out with two miles and then went on to four. Her mother, Carole Murphy, 
followed along on a bike.
Once school began in the fall she trained three or four miles a day.
"One night I ran 8.2 miles," she says, which surprised both daughter and mother.
"We thought 10K was 10 miles," her mother says. "Then we found out it was only 
6.2 miles."
Deidra and her family, her mother is data base administrator at C.F. Hathaway and 
her dad works for Joseph's Subaru, don't know a lot about the world of running, they 
say. They don't know when and where the road races are in this area, for example 
and they don't know whether Maine people run in the winter.
But now they're going to find out.
z
Ed Note: Yes, Deidra, we do run in the winter. This article first appeared in the 
Morning Sentinel. You know, Kevin Purcell and Don Back should get together next 
year and see if they could combine effort and determine the Kaypro women's division 
winner at the Maine Women's Classic. Train hard Deidra; you might just have some 
company next year!
What, Me Run?
Some time ago I told you about Zip Crandall, that paragon of runners. Now I’ll 
tell you about Flab Kiljoie, his cousin, that...
Well, if good running luck dogs the tracks of Zip, just the opposite seems to 
haunt Flab. "If it weren’t for bad luck, I’d have no luck at all,” seems to be 
written for Flab.
For example, he apparently got into a bad batch of shoes the last time he bought 
some. He didn’t have Morton’s Toe before he wore them. Now he does. On both 
feet.
And dogs. Most of us get chased by a mad dog once in awhile — no sweat. Flab 
not only gets chased, but catapulted into arrhythmia. For example, one time he 
was running alongside a hedge, and he came to the end of it, all oblivious to his 
surroundings, when a Russian wolfhound lying in wait gave with a huge, loud, 
gravel-voiced ’’WOOF!" just as he ran past. It didn’t do anything else, just the 
"WOOF!"
If he runs along a sidewalk, a truck comes by and speeds through the eight inches 
of water In the gutter. If he goes on a business trip, he runs out of his hotel 
right into the worst slum on the eastern seaboard. If he agrees to run with a 
friend, the friend takes him to one of those itty-bitty indoor tracks that make 
you dizzy just looking at it. If he signs up to run in a race, the race gun finds 
him tying his shoe, and twenty runners trip over him, all of them overweight.
I’ll tell you more about Flab sometime, but let me close here with the unfortunate 
thing that happened to him this last November, in the early part of the month. 
Hunting season was in full swing, and Flab was running obliviously down a Maine 
tote road in his brown and tan running outfit, when he felt a sniffle coming on, 
and pulled his big white handkerchief out of his rear pocket, and flipped it by 
one corner to loosen the folds...
Copyright 1984 
by Donald Wismer
’Sporting Goods for All Seasons' ’
€ Good Sports
I 3Ptansnnt.Qt Rninct
Life. Be in it.
I
729-9949
3 Pleasant St, Brunsi
MAINE TRACK CLUB
The Annual Banquet was a success...no snowstorm! Herb Strom did a masterful job 
as MC. Kept things lively, funny and moving. Our guest speaker was Bob Booker of 
Maine Running. Danny Paul was awarded the Maine Male Runner of the Year, and had 
some very nice comments about the Maine Track Club. From a Rowdy, it sounded 
twice as nice. Thank you, Danny.
Kim Beaulieu was presented with the Maine Female Runner of the Year. Kim also had 
some kind words for Maine Track Club members, and mentioned she was to start training 
for the Western States 100-Miler as soon as the ice cream had settled.
Other Maine Track Club awards were:
Couple of the Year - Al & Sandy Utterstrom
Major Contribution to the Maine Track Club - Ken Dolley, Art Quint, Charlie Scribner, 
and Dick McFaul, with Wayne Ross, Director of SMVTI
Contribution to Running - Larry Hooper of Southern Maine React
High School Male Runner of the Year - Kevin Kein
High School Female Runner of the Year - Lisa Wakem
John Fyalka Scholarship - Lisa Wakem
The John Fyalka Award - Sandy Utterstrom
Outstanding Race Director Awards - Barbara Coughlin and Jane Dolley of the Cape Challenge
Rookie of the Year - Ron Cedrone and Maggie Soule
PeeWee Runner of the Year - Mark Cushman and Laurie Towle
Triathlete Awards - Bob Coughlin and Barbara Hamaluk
Iron Man Triathlon Award - Gordon Chamberlain
"Run a Marathon, Never Train" - Al Utterstrom
"Anyone Need Water?" - Jean Thomas
Comeback Runner of the Year - Joan Welch and Dennis Smith
Ghost of the Year - Howard Jackson
Endangered Species of the Year - Lloyd Cook
Most Improved over 50 - Ruth Hefflefinger and Jim McGovern
Most Improved Forty to Forty-Nine - Brenda Cushman and Dave Trussell
Most Improved Thirty to Thirty-Nine - Joan Lavin and Al Butler
Most Improved Female and Male - Sandy Wyman and Peter Dube
MTC1s Female and Male Runner of the Year - Barbara Coughliri and Harry Nelson
MTC Male Runner of the Year - Bob Jolicoeur
Outstanding Contribution to Running - Carlton Mendell 
A Joyous and Healthy Holiday to All.
Russ Connors
Ed’s Note: It was an honor to speak at the MTC Banquet. The club has really grown 
and matured over the past seven years. Congrats to new prez - Bob Jolicoeur
Joggernauts
The Aroostook Joggernauts recognized runner's of the year at their annual banquet.
Awards were presented to the following:
Age group awards: Jeff Ashby and Johanna Flemming in the 13 to 18 age group 
Bob Everett and Katy Martin in the 19 thru 29 age group 
Rusty Taylor and Carol McElwee in the Jr. Masters age group 
Herm Pelletier and Darlene^ Higgins in the Masters rank 
50+ Veteran - Sam Hamilton
the coveted SAM OULLETT RUNNER OF THE YEAR TROPHY - Darleen Higgins (Paul Bunyan winner) 
Most Improved Runner of the Year - Connie McLellan-Neff
Running Mileage Plaques - Joe McQuire 3000 miles and Carol McElwee 1981 miles
New President - Milton Bailey
New Vice President - Darlene Higgins
Ed Malone, Newsletter Committee
WOODS RUMMERS
Remember us?? Not that anyone ''should but the self imposed 
exile is over. Mail service has been restored to the 
Patten-Sherman area. Merdlie and Duane have returned from 
their seasonal employment as skinners for the British 
Columbia Fur Company and are in rare (and we emphasize the 
"rare") form. This coming Tuesday the Club is having an 
outing replete with turpentine, chisels and hammers to remove 
the outer coating that our erstwhile explorers have 
accumulated over the past few months. Some of the cinked off 
portions will be used as. prizes for the 4th Annual Wild 
Katahdin Trust Snow Run.... speaking of which...will be held 
Saturday, February 9th at Katahdin High School: start time
11:60 a.m. The "Mean Runner" ceremony will be something else 
- Don't miss it!!
Let's see....our summer has gone well with some 
triathaloners, some good times in all distances for a number 
of Woodsies, but in all refreshing honesty members have opted 
for various forms of exercise and lessened the competitive 
binge somewhat. The x-country ski season being now upon us, 
a number of new faces are popping up. Most of the Woods and 
Woodettes are currently training for the Snow Run led by 
Duane's once a week demonstration, "Aerobics With a 
Chainsaw", good for upper body development and an occasional 
stitch at the local health center!! If you'd like to know 
more about this newest fitness craze contact your nearest 
McCullough Service Center.
We're looking for our best ever turnout at the Snow Run: 
registration forms are in the back of this issue.
Pledges are being taken on behalf of the Pine Tree Camp for 
Crippled Children Children .but we are relying on club 
members to pursue this activity as we only desire your 
presence on February 9th and not your loot!! If, however, 
anyone might be interested in helping out just write Nerdlie 
or Duane, Katahdin High School, Sherman Station, Maine C4777, 
for a pledge sheet and we'll dust off and send it along. 
Last year $2600 was raised for this great outfit with over 
half that amount garnered by the indomitable Rusty Taylor of 
Ludlow fame -
Anyv/ay - have some gud unsi!
THE ATHLETICS CONGRESS OF THE USA
The results of the state and regional T.A.C. meets are in and it seems like the kids 
had another highly successful season. Outstanding performances were turned in at the 
state level by Jessica Tighe (9-10); Deron Weatherbie (9-10); Kattie Towle (11-12); 
Scott Loomis (11-12); Jill Decker (13-14)? Ray Rodney (13-14); Susannah Beck (15-16); 
Doug MacDonald (15-16); Joanna Green (17-18) and of course Scott Roberts (17-18).
It is especially gratifying to see that 4 of these 10 state cross-country champions 
attended the Maine Running Camp at Bowdoin last summer. Another 7 campers ended up 
in the top 5 in their age groups.
At the regionals 3 girls: Jessica Tighe, Kristen Jankowiak and Tiffany Roberts ran 
faster than Jessica’s state winning time. In boy’s Bantam competition 5 Maine lads 
finished in the top ten: Josh Gagnon, Erik Worcester, Matt Deschaine, Braden Alley, 
and Deron Weatherbie. Scott Loomis improved his state winning time in the Midget 
ranks while CITC and LTC finished second and third in the youth team competition 
behind the blazing fast 14:20 4K of Jill Decker. Lenora Felker, Wendy Buffington, 
Melissa St. Pierre, Beth Gleeson, Katrina Colucci, Leslie Cary and Jennifer Allen 
all bested Jill’s state winning time! Ray Rodney repeated his outstanding perfor-
mance by winning the Youth boy’s race at the regionals as did Susannah Beck in the 
Intermediate age group as she led the Lakers Track Club to the regional championship. 
Doug McDonald and Tom LaRose led a strong Maine contingent as the Scarboro Rec Track 
Club brought home the Intermediate crown and as could be predicted from earlier fall 
performances Joanna Green of the Lakers won the regionals, edging out Lisa Wakem.
(I haven't received all of the National results, but I learned through a phone con-
versation with Andy Palmer that Joanna was crowned the National Champion at St. Louis) 
Finally, Scott Roberts led Maine's most "awesome” team, representing SRTC to the team 
championship placing 6 in the top ten: Scott, Kevin Rolfe, Rick Fritz, Erich Reed, 
Stan Smith, and Brian Hurst.
Hopefully, next month, we will report on the rest of the Nationals as well as the 
Kinney meet.
BATES COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
Lewiston, Maine 04240
The Lewiston-Auburn area has long been a leader in Maine 
distance running, and 1984 has been another banner year 
for the local Bates College Cross country team and other
area runners.
Jamie Goodberlet (West Sumner), John Fitzgerald (Rangeley), and Mark Hatch 
(Braintree, Mass & Castine) led Bates to a 10-1 dual meet record, a share of the 
New England Small College Athletic Conference title, the Maine college state champ-
ionship, and a fifth place finish in the open New England championships.
Goodberlet, the Bates captain, had an outstanding year that was highlighted by his 
defense of his Maine State Invitational crown. Goodberlet won the race on Bowdoin's 
5.7 mile course in 28:46 in rainy and cold conditions.
Bates won the team title for the 13th time in the 17 year history of the meet: 
Bates 29; St. Joseph’s 50; Colby 53; Maine 85; Bowdoin 137.
Fitzgerald, Goodberlet, and Hatch took three of the top four places in the state 
meet, and in the NESCAC championships. Fitzgerald was the individual champion in 
the NESCAC meet held in Middlebury, Vermont. Colby ran an outstanding race at 
NESCAC and tied Bates for the championship:
Bates 40 
Colby 40 
Williams 83 
Wesleyan 102 
Middlebury 148
Tufts 177 
Hamilton 195 
Bowdoin 196 
Amherst 251 
Trinity 252 
Connecticut 279
Art Feeley of Auburn, was Colby’s top runner for much of the season, placing fifth 
at both the NESCAC and state championships.
At the NCAA championships in Ohio, Fitzgerald, and Hatch made the All-American team 
by finishing in the top 25 out of 200 of the best college runners in the nation. 
Goodberlet, an All-American in 1983, suffered a late season cold and narrowly missed 
the qualification standard in the regional trials held in Boston.
Goodberlet (1983), Fitzgerald (1984) and Hatch (1984) are the eighth, ninth, and 
tenth All-Americans at Bates in the last nine years.
Kevin Farley of Colby (Falmouth, Mass) was the only other Maine college runner to 
make the All-American team this year. Feeley placed 41st, Stu Hogan of St. Joe's 
placed 68; Rick Garcia of St. Joe's had the flu, and still managed to place 168.
Other Lewiston-Auburn area runners who had outstanding cross-country seasons in-
clude Tim Swope (Auburn) and Paul Kehoe (Auburn) who ran first and third for USM. 
George Bockus of Auburn ran fourth for St. Joe’s. Former All-Americans Paul Hammond 
and Kim Wettlaufer of Lewiston, both Bates graduates, also had good fall road-racing 
seasons. Hammond has been particularly impressive in out-of-state races, and also 
won the Maine National Bank 5 miler, Saco-Maramount 5 miler, and Deering Oaks 5 miler 
this season.
STATE OF MAINE INVITATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 1968 thru 1984
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Bates 35 Bates 20 Bates 22 Bates 26 Bowdoin 23
Colby 56 Colby 51 Colby 55 Colby 49 Bates 35
Bowdoin 62 Bowdoin 79 Maine 71 Maine 54 Maine 73
Maine 66 Maine 88 Bowdoin 92 Bowdoin 93 Colby 113 l/
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 I
Bates 37 Bates 24 Bates 17 Bates 24 Bates 32 V
Bowdoin 39 Maine 42 Maine 42 Maine 38 Maine 42 -*
Maine 58 Bowdoin 69 Bowdoin 70 Bowdoin 76 Bowdoin 89 r
Colby 117 Colby 117 Colby 120 Colby 105 Colby 98
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
I
1
•
Maine 21 Bates 21 Bates 36 Maine 31 Maine 38 ;
Bates 36 Colby 56 Maine 39 Colby 34 Colby 42 |
Bowdoin 98 Bowdoin 62 Colby 70 Bates 60 Bates 46
Colby 108 USM 123 Bowdoin 98 Bowdoin 109 Bowdoin 96
UMPI 139
1983 1984 INDIVIDUAL WINNERS
Bates 23 Bates 29 1968 - Steve Turner (Maine) 1976 Paul Oparowski (Bates)
Maine 46 St. Joe's 50 1969 - John Emerson (Bates) 1977 - Paul Oparowski (Bates)
Colby 51 Colby 53 1970 - Neill Miner (Bates) 1978 - Peter Brigham (Maine)
Bowdoin 107 Maine 85 1971 - Lew Paquin (Colby) 1979 - Tom Rooney (Bates)
Bowdoin 137 1972 - Bill Wilson (Bowdoin) 1980 - Todd Coffin (Colby)
1973 - Gerry LaFlamme (Maine) 1981 - Gerry Clapper (Maine)
1974 - Gerry LaFlamme (Maine) 1982 - Rob Edwon (Colby)
1975 - Rick DeBruin (Bates) 1983 - Jamie Goodberlet (Bates)
1984 - Jamie Goodberlet (Bates)
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF MAINE RUNNING?
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of has-
sle? Why not put your race applica-
tion in Maine Running Magazine?
Here's all you do:
Send us your flyer by the 10th of 
the month prior to the issue in which 
you wish your flyer to appear. The 
number varies depending on the time 
of year, but is usually between 750 
and 1,000. The current rates are as 
follows:
$15 for 8^x11 flyer with the words
"Complete results in Maine Running" 
$20 for 835x11 flyer without the above
statement
$25 for 835x14 pre-folded only!
$25 for multiple page and loose insert
flyers
$50 for single side 835x11 flyer that 
we print for you on colored paper
$75 for front and back flyers
Add $15 extra if professional lay-out 
work is desired
Best advertising deal around for your 
race!
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine Run-
ning are down-rigt incredible.
A full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
Half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
Quarter page $17.50 a month; or $175
There are special rates for 3 month; 
6 month, and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following advertisers:
*OLYMPIA SPORT in South Portland
*THE GOOD SPORTS in Brunswick
*THE ATHLETIC ATTIC
*Bangor Mall 
*Auburn Mall
*Portland
*GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING
*01d Town
*Rockland 
*Presque Isle 
*Bangor
*HASKELLS of Bar Harbor 
*JAMES BAILEY CO.
*Portland 
*Augusta
GOODS
*THE STARTING BLOCK 
*Hallowell
*YANKEE SPORTS AND 
RUNNING CENTER 
*Freeport*Auburn
*LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH
Please patronize the stores that keep Maine 
Running afloat. We wouldn't be here without 
them!
Planning a large race? 200, 300 or more? 
Then you need...
^^Jhronomix
The only way to handle large race fields. 
$50 per race
Call 843-6262 to reserve the machine.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
MAINE RUNNING 
PO BOX 259 
EAST HOLDEN, ME 
04429
ZIP
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
©38. Donald Celler 38:17
39. Warren Wilson 38:20
40. Jerie Bugbee 38:29*
41. Peter Anderson 38:35
42. David Cidorowich 38:44
43. Natalie Buzzell 38:57*
44. Russ Bradley 39:01
45. Daniel Towmeyiur 40:03
46. John Ouillette 40:17
47. Robin White 41:29*
48. David Kreiton 41:33
49. Susan Panton 42:59*
50. Jean Thomas 43:17*
51. Dave Marston 43:53
52. Jim Guy 44:26
53. Nancy Martin 48:43*
54. Jim Martin 52:59
55. Kandyleigh Provencher 54:35*
NESCAC CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Middlebury College Oct 13th
1. John Fitzgerald Bates 28:05
2. John Ellison Williams 28:16
3. Mark Hatch Bates 28:36
4. James Goodberlet Bates 28:37
5. Art Feeley Colby 28:38
6. Kevin Jenkins Williams 28:39
7. Tom Pickering Colby 28:53
8. Hans Hagen Colby 28:57
9. Billy Jenkins Colby 29:00
10. Dave Grossman Williams 29:02
11. Kevin Farley Colby 29:07
12. Randolph Accetta Wes 29:13
13. Nick Hahn Middlebury 29:15
14. Mark Desjardins Bates 29:20
15. Bill Derry Colby 29:31
16. David Barry Trinity 29:39
17. David White Wesleyan 29:40
18. Michael Fanning Bates 29:43
19. James Huleatt Bates 29:44
20. Tomas Mendez Wesleyan 29:46
21. Dave Cramer Tufts 29:49
22. Robert Hepner Amherst 29:52
23. Scott Tucker Middle 29:55
24. Daniel Markovitz Wes 29:57
25. Dave Darnerjian Tufts 29:59
26. Scott Alexanderson Ham 30:00
27. Jim Frazier Middle 30:01
28. Nord Samuelson Bowdoin 30:09
29. Steven Holtzman Wesley 30:10
30. Geoff Perkins Conn Col 30:11
31. John Cullen Bates 30:13
32. Jim Katter Williams 30:15
33. Jon Fisher Williams 30:19
34. Tom Pingree Williams 30:21
35. Angus Wall Bowdoin 30:24
36. John Burgess Wesleyan 30:27
37. Michael Sexton Tufts 30:31
38. Jon Wescott Bowdoin 30:39
39. Eric Holloway Hamilton 30:40
40. Chip Bradish Bowdoin 30:41
41. Jim Bromley Middlebury 30:42
42. Eric Schoening Bowdoin 30:49
43. Paul Mickel Hamilton 30:51
44. Dave Wood Middlebury 30:54
45. Paul Maiorano Tufts 30:56
46. John Barnett Conn Col 30:57
47. William Flannery Amher 30:58
48. Alan Iverson Bowdoin 31:02
49. Andy Hurwitz Tufts 31:04
50. Brian Oakley Trinity 31:05
51. Dan Cassidy Tufts 31:11
52. James Burns Hamilton 31:15
53. Mike Coyne Williams 31:22
54. Phil Thornton Colby 31:25
55. Scott Campbell Middle 31:30
56. Mike Welsh Middlebury 31:31
57.. Gregory Gisvold Amherst 31:33
58. Chris Denn Conn Col 31:38
59. John Drew Amherst 31:40
60. Garth Battista Wesleyan 31:42
61. Craig Gemmell Trinity 31:48
62. Dave O'Donnell Trinity 31:57
63. Paul Deslandes Trinity 31:59
64. Larry Sitcawich Bowdoin 32:02
65. Mike Grossi Tufts 32:10
'TBB FACS'
66. Alex Marrack Amherst 32:17
67. Steve Palmer Bowdoin 32:22
68. Dave Moughalian Trinity 32:37
69. Chris Barry Hamilton 32:52
Jon Schleuning Hamilton 32:52
71. Joe Wire Trinity 33:04
72. Tim Dodge Conn Col 33:15
73. Russ Anderson Conn Col 34:40
74. Paul Stueck Conn Col 34:55
Team Scores
1. Bates
Colby
40
40
3. Williams 83
4. Wesleyan 102
5. Middlebury 148
6. Tufts 177
7. Hamilton 195
8. Bowdoin 196
9. Amherst 251
10. Trinity 252
11. Conn. College 279
Results courtesy of Bates Ath Dept
* * *********** * * * * *
FALMOUTH LIONS 5.3 MILER
Falmouth Nov 4th
1. Dan Barker 27:32
2. Myron Whipkey 27:55
3. Philip Wells 29:17
4. Gordon Scannell 29:55
5. Wayne Clark 30:18
6. John Tarling 30:27
7. Bob Quentin 30:36
8. Stephen Harriman 30:58
9. John Long 31:10
10. Dave Smith 31:27
11. Kurt Nielsen 31:46
12. Don Best 31:49
13. Chuck Radis 32:03
14. Dana Bartlett 32:06
15. Peter Bastow 32:10
16. Brian Milliken 32:18
17. Lee Allen 32:23
18. Frank Feeland 32:31
19. Tom Allen 32:41
20. M. Beaudoin 33:25
21. Steve Radis 33:42
22. Leo Clark 33:46
23. Rick Strout 34:05
24. Stephen Hauke 34:21
25. Len Saulter 34:23
26. Steve Morris 34:42
27. John Taxer 34:53
28. Eric Ellis 35:46
29. Peter Holloway 36:04
30. Jeff Nixon 36:13
31. Frank Brawn 36:19
32. James Chase 37:09
33. Dave Conley 37:26
34. Rhonda Morin 37:40*
35. Alvin Bugbee 38:01
36. Susan Stone 38:10*
37. Meg May 38:15*
Results courtesy of A1 Utterstrom 
for the Maine Track Club
********************
FALMOUTH LIONS 5.3 MILE RELAY RACE
1. Blood, Casey & Libby - 27:26
2. Brume, Brume* & Brume 31:16
3. Zglobick, Trufant, Fabio,
Fabio, Estes & Randall 57:26
4. Verry*, Sauther* & Walker* 72:12
Results courtesy of A1 Utterstrom 
for the Maine Track Club
*******************
NCAA NEW ENGLAND DIVISION III X-COUNTRY 
Franklin Park 8000 Meters Nov 10th
Teams 1.
2.
3.
5.
Brandeis
Colby
Bates
SE Mass
St. Joseph's
69
78
107
107
133
Won by Tom Beeman of Brandeis
Colby 6. Kevin Farley 25:39
9. Art Feeley 25:57
17. Bill Jenkins 26:13
22. Tom Pickering 26:21
24. Hans Hagen 26:26
and places 71 & 82
Bates 4. John Fitzgerald 25:32
8. Mark Hatch 25:52
15. Jamie Goodberlet 26:08
38. James Huleatt 26:52
42. John Cullen 26:57
53. Mark Desjardins 27:16
61. David Conrad 27:22
ST. Joseph's
12. Stu Hogan 26:02
14. Rick Garcia 26:07
27. Jeff Crocker 26:36
36. Brian Flanders 26:47
44. Brian White 27:03
56. Andy Kimball 27:17
62. George Backus 27:22
Bowdoin 64 . Nord Samuelson 27:24
also 70, 79, 129, 137
Results courtesy of Steve Vaitones 
New England T.A.C.
*******************
MAINE ASSOCIATION OF T.A.C. CHAMPIONSHIP: 
Readfield Nov 10
Girls 9-10
1. Jessica Tighe Auburn
2. Kristen Jankowiak Portland
3. Bridget Foley N. Yarmouth
4. Jennifer Reali N. Yarmouth
5. Tiffany Roberts Sabattus
6. Rachel Vachon Sabattus
7. Kathy Cushing Readfield
8. Amy Fortin Hallowell
9. Kim Wogan Readfield
10. Melanie McCoy Oxford
11. Jessica Fulmer N. Yarmouth
12. Abby Erikson Cumberland
13. Joyelle Decker N. Yarmouth
14. Mary Maloney Cumberland
15. Sarah Lisa Cumberland
16. Naomi Steven Sabattus
17. Karen Jolecouer Waterville
18. Michelle Adkins Sabattus
19. Angela Adams Sabattus
20. Carey Darling Sabattus
21. Melanie Genevicz Waterville
22. Jessica Toubman Readfield 
Winning time: 12:31 for 3K
Boys 9-10
1. Deron Weatherbie Cape Eliza
2. Josh Gagnon Auburn
3. Erik Worcester Cumberland F
4. Matthew Deschaine Auburn
5. Seth Thornton Hallowell
6. David Stokes Yarmouth
7. Clay Conley Limerick
8. Jeremy Graham Auburn
9. John Francis Perry
10. Braden Alley Jonesport
11. Stephen Colucci Cumberland
12. David White Yarmouth
13. Chris Cowan Readfield
14. Chris Joslin Yarmouth
15. Brian Lemay Lewiston
16. Chris Mullen Cape Elizabeth
17. Gregory Popp Cumberland Ctr
18. Andrew Worth Cumberland
19. Liam McCoy Oxford
20. Justin Davis Yarmouth
21. Anthony Romano Eastport
22. Ben Graham Auburn
23. Matthew Porter Yarmouth
24. Neal Trottier Lisbon Falls
25. Todd Donoghue Sabattus
26. Billy Stiles Cumberland
27. Jay Stevens Auburn
28. Lichael Lacasse Sabattus
29. Chris Long Sabattus
30. Kyle Genevicz Waterville
31. Owen Lisa Cumberland
32. Brian Bedard Lewiston
33. Andy Crockett Cumberland
34. Robert Fisher N. Yarmouth
35. Aaron Henry Cape Elizabeth
36. Colin Pears Danville
37. Robert Roderick Sabattus
38. Chad Higgins Sabattus 
Winning time: 10:30 for 3K
Girls 11-12
1. Kattie Towle Gorham
2. Kristy Bryant Ellsworth
3. Joy Rowland Biddeford
4. Milissa Hyland Cape Elizabeth
5. Linda Whittier Cumberland Ctr
6. Jenny Popp Cumberland Ctr
7. Amy Shnur Sabattus
8. Heather Lane Manchester
9. Rachel Silke Cape Elizabeth
10. Nicki Stoddard N. Yarmouth
11. Lisa Shaw Ellsworth
12. Becca Harkavy S. Portland
13. Kelly Oreilly Scarborough
14. Vanessa Gordon Auburn
15. Heidi Haynes Cumberland
16. Nicole Fraser Lisbon Falls
17. Mary Bragg Sidney
18. Jenny Haden Cape Elizabeth
19. Tina Kell Monmouth
20. Karen Conley Cape Elizabeth
21. Cathy Mecham Sabattus
22. Sue Rumery Cape Elizabeth
23. Julie Labrecque Sabattus
24. Vanessa Reichartinger Auburn
25. Amy Wright Sabattus
26. Jill Landry Sabattus
27. Heidi Kern Auburn
28. Allison Dali China
29. Wendy Long Sabattus 
Winning time: 11:04 3k
Boys 11-12
1. Scott Loomis Yarmouth
2. David Manthorne Cape Elizabeth
3. Eric Larue Greene
4. Sean Berry Gardiner
5. Larry Wilson Randolph
6. Isaac Hutchinson Auburn
7. Matthew Bown N. Anson
8. Aaron Mormson Sabattus
9. David Stakel Falmouth
10. Chris Goulet Sabattus
11. Brian White Yarmouth
12. Jason Davis Sabattus
13. Garth Altenberg Cape Elizabeth
14. Nathan Plummer Yarmouth
15. Ethan Keyes W. Gardiner
16. Jonathan Winn Waterville
17. Chris Bonn Waterville
18. Tony St. Amand Augusta
19. George Worth Cumberland
20. Dan Erikson Cumberland
21. Jay Lambert Augusta
22. Jason Deschaine Augusta
23. Matt Bunnell Augusta
24. Leon Vashon Sabattus
25. Timothy Keene Readfield
26. Jeff Porch Cumberland
27. Paul Englehart Sabattus
28. Ricky Bates N. Yarmouth
29. Peter Ladd Cumberland
30. Jacob Sweetser Auburn
31. David Trask Auburn
Winning time: 10:08 for 3K
Girls 13-14
1. Jill Decker Cumberland Ctr.
2. Wendy Buffington Lovell
3. Lenora Felker Yarmouth
4. Melissa St. Pierre Jay
5. Beth Gleeson Cumberland
6. Leslie Cary Cumberland
7. Buffi Thompson Oakland
8. Hanley Denning Hebron
9. Carol Snow Wayne
10. Jennifer Allen Yarmouth
11. Erin Greenier N. Monmouth
12. Kaela Curtis Gardiner
13. Laura Weymouth Brunswick
14. Christa Elwell Waldoboro
15. Katrina Colucci Cumberland F
16. Kim Lord Readfield
17. Yukiko Tsuna Bath
18. Jennifer Shepard Ellsworth
19. Ellen Champlin Waterville
20. Julie Parsons Fairfield
21. Michelle Hannum Monmouth
22. Susan Buffington Lovell
23. Donna LaMontagne Monmouth
24. Kendra Millis Waterville
25. Michelle Grenier S. Monmouth
26. Dora Baymaker Ellsworth
27. Dana Nadeau Sabattus
28. Theresa Fortin Hallowell
29. Tina Fortin Sabattus 
Winning time: 16:37 for 4K
Boys 13-14
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20. 
21. 
22.
23.
24.
Raymond Rodney S. Windham 
Todd Vincent N. Yarmouth 
Jason Burrill Yarmouth 
Chad Gagnon Auburn 
Tony Adams Cape Elizabeth 
Jon Ives Waterville 
Michael Martin Hampden 
Todd Pokkifka Gardiner 
Todd Wilkins Brunswick 
John Jalbert Lewiston 
Carroll Casey Yarmouth 
Corey Garrison Bar Harbor 
Chris Ranco Calais 
Will Sweetser Auburn 
Billy Mahon Kingman 
Chris Catell W. Rockport 
Timothy Berry Yarmouth 
Jason Gillaspie Pittston 
Peter LaRose S. Portland
John Jaquith 
Jeff Daggett 
Tim Jolicoeur 
Todd Nicolas 
Brian Poulin
Gardiner
Standish
Waterville
Waterville
Readfield
25. Ryan Low Rockland
26. Eric Bulger Vasalboro
27. Cliff Gallant S. Portland
28. Brad Newbegin E. Orland
29. Ryan Penney Cushing
30. Ed Cochrane Waterville
31. Sean Sawyer Waterford
32. Dennis Dulac Sabattus
33. Jason Heckman Ellsworth
34. Dana Dolman Waterville
35. David Keene Readfield
36. Scott Rolphe Waterville
37. Michael Newton Sabattus
38. Dennis Bedard Sabattus
39o Philippe Lambert Cumberland 
Winning time: 14:55 4K
Girls 15-16
1. Susannah Beck Yarmouth
2. Allyson Jones Cumberland Ctr
3. Laura Patrie Lewiston
4. Elizabeth Jurcowski Alfred
5. Carrie Billheimer Tennant's Hbr
6. Denise Whelton Winthrop
7. Allison Givstra Warren
8. Heather Mank Waldoboro
9. Katherine Wight Monmouth
10. Nyla Hein Rockland
11. Kathy Fallon Norway
12. Marie Jordan Cumberland
13. Katy Roy Waterville
14. Yvonne Dubois Lewiston
15. Joanna Dali China
16. Ayako Tsuna Bath
17. Patricia O'Sullivan Auburn
Winning time: 20:05 for 5K
Boys 15-16
1. Doug MacDonald Waterville
2. Dale Bailey Madawaska
3. Jeff Bender Camden
4. Thomas LaRose S. Portland
5. Brent Leighton Hampden
6. Harold Stairs Owls Head
7. Patrick Boss Lincoln
8. Willie Dumont Baldwin
9. Rusty Snow Auburn
10. Stephen LaPointe Winthrop
11. Erik Mattson Bucksport
12. Scott Noble Stratton
13. Brian Newbegin Bangor
14. Robert Ashby Eastport
15. Alvin Muncey Kingman
16. David Donnelly S. Harpswell
17. Brian Corcoran Old Orchard
18. Jeff Young Gorham
19. Bobby Ray Cape Elizabeth
20. Scott Desimon Cumberland
21. Peter Hare Cape Elizabeth
22. Dan Brakewood Lincolnville
23. Dean Thompson Oakland
24. Robert Hodgdon Brunswick
25. Elex Grant Standish
26. Chris Lyford Waterville
27. Edward Perrin Gorham
28. Eric Veilleux Gardiner
29. David Maurick Rockland
30. Chris Bryant Jay
31. Timothy Corcoran Camden
32. Jonathan Lemieux Gardiner
33. Michael Fernald Oakland
34. Roland Brewnicki Bath
35. Andrew Smith Cumberland
36. Matthew Webber Orrs Island
37. Warren Foster Bath
38. Jeff Roberts Waterville
39. Alan Berry Oxford
Winning Time: 17:42 for 5K
Girls 17-18
1. Joanna Green Brunswick
2. Lisa Wakem Scarborough
3. Wanda Haney S. Portland
4. Deanna Hodgkin Lewiston
5. Kristin Lindquist Rockport
6. Terry Darling S. Portland
7. Carolee Bradley Bath
8. Corinna Fritz Kennebunkport
9. Jane Campbell Bath 
Winning time: 19:43 for 5K
Boys 17-18
1. Scott Roberts Readfield
2. Stan Smith Augusta
3. Matt Herron Phippsburg
4. Kevin Rolph Waterville
5. Rick Fritz Topsham
6. Erich Reed Raymond
7. Richard Brooks Sebago Lake
8. Brian Hurst Bangor
9. Chet Garrison Bar Harbor
10. A1 Garrison Bath
11. Berry Peabody Washington
12. Todd Elwell Waldoboro
13. Ben Millis Waterville
14. Stacy Bryant Scarborough
15. Richard Oliver Waterville
16. Tom Fortier Jay
17. John Terra Bath
18. Peter Thoenen Bath
19. Marc Bougoin Auburn
20. Shaun Lander Stratton
21. David McCarthy Lubec
22. Travis Wood Oakland
23. Stephen Norton Cumberland
24. Bobb Mezzanotte Cumberland
25. Warren Newton Jay
26. Randy Landry Jay
27. Sam Labombard Bath
Winning time: 16:46 5K
Results from the Kennebec Journal 
courtesy of J. Frank Glynn
TROPHIES
AWARDS
♦Prompt service 
♦Engraving 
♦Trophies 
♦Plaques
Economy Trophy 
Bob Hagopian 
109 Main SC. 
Madison, Me.
04950
696-5548
*****************
1984 ROWDY ULTRA 50 MILE RACE - Brunswick, Me November 11th
Name _ _ Age
Bryant Bourgoin 34 41 1:09 1:36 2:03 2:30 2:57
Dave Roberts 29 41 1:09 1:35 2:02 2:29 2:57
Tom Taylor 30 47 1:18 1:49 2:20 2:52 3:24
Darren Billings 25 57 1:34 2:08 2:41 3:16 3:49
Ed Rice 37 52 1:28 2:04 2:40 3:17 3:52
Debbie Sawyer* 31 50 1:22 1:54 2:29 3:02 3:40
Carlton Mendell 63 50 1:25 2:00 2:37 3:14 3:52
Dennis Collins 29 52 1:25 2:00 2:37 3:14 4:10
Carol Gayton* 43 52 1:28 2:05 2:42 3:22 4:03
Fred Ward 28 50 1:22 1:54 2:25 3:02 3:41
Paul Merrill 30 41 1:19 1:35 2:01 2:32 3:04
John Schwerdel 38: 50 1:23 1:58 2:34 3:13 3:58
Dave Delois 36 47 1:18 1:50 2:22 2:56 3:30
Loren Ritchie 51 53 1:28 2:09 2:40 3:18 3:54
Ray Scannell 35 41 1:09 1:37 2:04 2:32 3:01
Jim Murphy 37 41 1:09 1:37 2:04 2:32 3:01
Bob Coughlin 45 47 1:18 1:49 2:20 2:52 3:24
Perry Bernard 44 1:06 1:52 2:41 3:38 4:38 5:37
Leo Cloutier 75 1:40 2:50 4:22 5:39 6:58
3:24 
3:26 
3:55 
4:24 
4:26 
4:19 
4:30 
4:52 
4:46 
4:23 
3:46 
4:41 
4 
4 
3
3
4 
6
3:52
4:04
4:28
4:58
5:00
4:52
5:11
5:37
5:29
5:10
4:24
5:27
4:20 4:49
4:49 5:25
5:04 5:41
5:31 6:10
5:34 6:10
5:35 6:13
5:58 6:50
6:21 6:58
6:14 6:58
5:56 6:41
5:00 5:52
6:20 7:14
5:21 5:57:37
6:02 6:41:24
6:18 6:54:12
6:52 7:24:02
6:48 7:27:53
6:57 7:37:02
7:35 8:12:59
7:59 8:41:23
7:52 8:44:11
7:46 9:03:15
GAYTON & COCHRANE
DEBBIE SAWYER
UMA-KJ CROSS COUNTRY RUNNERS FESTIVAL 
Augusta Nov 17th
Junior High 1.5 Miles
1. Marc Cloutier Gardiner 11:45
2. Rick Grenier Gardiner 11:47
3. Chris Atlee Augusta 12:47
4. Todd Bettey Gardiner 13:26
5. Jerome Gamache Augusta 13:27
6. Jessie Lawrence Gardin 13:52*
7. Erin Turner Gardiner 13:58
8. Lesa Dinsmore Gardiner 15:18
9. Ashley Smith Gardiner 15:33
10. Kathy Cloutier Gardiner 16:08*
Gardiner won both boy's and girl's
team championships
High
1.
School 3.0 Miles
Todd Guite Winslow 18:10
2. Eric Veilleux Gardiner 18:32
3. Bobby Silvius Clinton 18:34
4. Dustin Bridges Wells 18:45
5. Jeff Whitley Winslow 19:13
6. Chris Bryant Jay 19:54
7. Steve Gervais Jay 20:17
8. Davis Szala Winslow 20:33
9. Dave Gilbert Jay 21:20
Winslow High won the boy's trophy
Open 4.0 Miles
1. Sean Nicholson Fairfield 22:18
2. Allen Pierce Oakland 24:01
3. Gene Roy Oakland 24:12
4. Fred Judkins Waterville 24:17
5. Robert Wranosly Winslow 24:40
6. Michael Thompson Belfast 25:21
7. Mike Berrier Gorham 26:30
8. Art Warren Gardiner 26:42
9. Jim Mitton Sidney 27:42
10. Martin Schiff Bristol 28:26
11. Raymond Bryant Jay 28:53
12. Jerry St. Armand Wins 29:06
13. Will Richards N. Vassal 29:08
14. Alison Van Keuren, Wtvl 31:42
15. Stephen Bolduc Augusta 32:06
16. Ginney Manuel Gardiner 39:39*
Team award went to the Central 
Maine Striders
Corporate team went to State Devel-
opment Office
Courtesy of Mr. Jerry Saint Amand 
Central Maine Striders
*****************
"THE" TURKEY TROT
Cape Elizabeth 5.8 miles Nov 18th
1. Bob Winn 28:56
2. Jim Kimball 30:48
3. Stephen Podgajny 31:00
4. Werner Pobatschnig 31:37
5. Greg Nelson 31:45
6. Jerry Crommett 31:51
7. James Cotsis 32:15
8. Gordon Scannell 32:19
9. Andre Benoit, Jr. 32:23
10. Dick McFaul 33:01
11. Frank Brume 33:06
12. Barry Fifield 33:11
13. M. Kimball 33:14
14. John Tarling 33:19
15. John Eldredge 33:27
16. Harry Nelson 33:34
17. Michael Lally 33:41
18. Graydon Stevens 33:45
19. Wayne Clark 33:54
20. Dave Smith 33:58
21. Robert Sylvia 34:01
22. Bob Coughlin 34:12
23. Muzzy Barton 34:22
24. Steve Harriman 34:33
25. Kent MacDonald 34:35
26. John Edwards 34:48
27. Mike Lyons 34:53
28. Bob Payne 35:07
29. William Acton 35:16
30. Don Best 35:19
31. Scott Hugo 35:34
32. Ray Shevenell 35:37
33. Steven Cain 35:39
34. Leo Clark 35:39
35. Greg Dugas 35:47
36. Steve Woodsum 35:59
37. Peter Bastow 36:04
38. David Frederick 36:05
39. John Greene 36:09
40. Jamie Hill 36:11
41. Peter Carleton 36:12
42. Debbie Sawyer 36:21*
43. Ron Cedrone 36:25
44. William Adams 36:27
45. John Ryan 36:29
46. Bob Jolicoeur 36:31
47. Dick Lajoie 36:34
48. Michael Beaudoin 36:36
49. Bob Ingerowski 36:44
50. Laura Duffy 36:51*
51. Jack Mercier 36:52
52. David Kimball 36:54
53. Robert LaNigra 36:55
54. Alan Leathers 36:55
55. Steve Salter 37:00
56. Rick Strout 37:10
57. Denise Harlow 37:14*
58. James Graffam 37:33
59. Al Butler 37:40
60. Richard Brink 37:44
61. Richard Marino 37:49
62. Jerry Roberts 37:59
63. David Trussell 38:01
64. Roger Gobeil 38:05
65. Matt Geren 38:07
66. Herb Strom 38:08
67. Judy Ketcham 38:11*
68. Reginald Grant 38:17
69. Roger Berle 38:23
70. Perley Hodgkin 38:38
71. Ruth Rohde 38:42*
72. Dana Weste 38:46
73. Gilbert Cote 38:52
74. Carleton Mendell 38:58
75. Cathy Heffernan 39:01*
76. Kevin Shute 39:08
77. william York 39:21
78. Jeff Nixon 39:28
79. Paul Roane, Jr. 39:37
80. Henry Wolstat 39:44
81. Bill Sayres 39:46
82. Robert Lipkin 40:07
83. Bob Cushman 40:09
84. James Chase 40:12
85. Rex Nelson 40:19
86. Carol Comstock 40:29*
87. Jon Foss 40:34
88. Dave Conley 40:38
89. Dave Conley 40:38
90. Gordon Chamberlain 40:40
91. Kathy Jenkins 40:47*
92. Martin Weiss 40:48
93. David Peterson 40:52
94. Barbara Coughlin 40:53*
95. Dale Rines 40:59
96. Roger Borduas 41:13
97. Rosalyn Randall 41:16*
98. Jerrie Bugbee 41:21*
99. Kevin Kaserman 41:28
100. Tia LaMarre 41:38*
101. Betsy Barrett 41:41
102. Bill Elgee 41:43
103. Frank Morong 41:46
104. Raphael DePrez 41:50
105. Dave Duppler 42:05
106. Robert Fillion 42:10
107. Peter Mullen 42:19
108. Warren Wilson 42:32
109. David Arnold 42:35
110. Sarah MacColl 42:42*
111. Jane Dolley 42:48*
112. David Brink 42:54
113. Nathalie Buzzell 43:06*
114. Stephen Crockett 43:19
115. Fred Stone 43:21
116. Wendy Sayres 43:22*
117. James Legere 43:37
118. Paul D'Amboise 43:51
119. Donald Penta 44:29
120. Steve Patrick 44:38
121. Alan Barthelman 45:04
122. Andre A. Benoit, Sr. 45:25
123. Jerri Bushey 45:32*
124. David Kreiton 45:33*
Results courtesy of Joan Lavin 
Maine Track Club Race Director
125. Armand LaBrechaque 45:36
126. Ronald Hankel 45:54
127. Marcel Bouchard 45:59
128. Gretchen Hill 46:00*
129. Elizabeth Moulin 46:05*
130. Tim Smith 46:09
131. Jamie Hill 46:11
132. Charlotte Hartwell 46:11*
133. Paul Celona 46:16
134. S. Wendy Arnold 46:26*
135. Brenda Smith 46:28*
136. Widgery Thomas 46:59
137. Michael Coppi 47:00
138. Tim Porter 47:11
139. Stoddard Chaplin 47:13
140. Linda Dion 47:16*
141. Sally Trussell 47:31*
142. Betsey Parker 47:32*
143. Anne Matthews 48:33*
144. Shirley Smith 48:45*
145. Karen McPhee 48:51*
146. Rick O'Brien 49:18
147. Penelope Barthelman 49:28*
148. Judith Rutter 49:44*
149. Anne Garriepy 49:46*
150. Charlene Post 49:48*
151. Bill DeVanny 50:04
152. Sandra Utterstrom 50:04*
153. Terry Morris 50:42
154. James Carroll 51:26
155. Wilber Holmes 52:34
156. Jenny Scheu 52:56*
157. Philip Meyers 53:19
158. Preston Powell 53:27
159. Jessica Theena 53:44*
160. Richard Krois 53:44
161. Albert Utterstrom 53:55
162. Bill Whitten 54:48
163. Karen Silverman 54:55*
164. Carol Wooten 55:20*
165. Judith Davis 55:31*
166. Everett Davis 55:31
167. Frank Long 56:25
168. Lloyd Holmes 56:57
169. Bert Andrews 57:06
170. Marianne Powell 57:23*
171. Jason Yarrington 58:02
172. Paul Yarrington 58:02
173. Heather LeGrove 67:51*
174. Maureen LaFlamme 67:53*
175. Mike Salter 68:12
*★*****★**★★★*★**
T.A.C. REGIONAL I JUNIOR OLYMPICS
Mass Nov 18th
Girls
Bantams
1. E. Carthwright 10:55
2. A. Janus Ouincy TC 11:23
3. S. Valvo Sentinel 11:25
4. E. Kinnear Sentinel 11:35
5. J. Martin Waltham 11:45
6. M. Silva NRITC 11:47
7. J. TIGHE AUBURN 12:01
8. L. McGovern Quincy 12:02
9. K. Oshea Quincy TC 12:09
10. R. Murphy Quincy TC 12:10
11. K. JANKOWIAK PORTLAND 12:14
12. S. Curtis Ouincy TC 12:17
13. T. ROBERTS SABATTUS 12:17
14. M. Fewer Quincy TC 12:19
15. S. Rush 12:22
16. N. Fewer Quincy TC 12:23
17. K. Ponte NRITC 12:39
18. R. VACHON SABATTUS 12:39
19. R. Main 12:40
20. S. Laflamme NRITC 12:45
21. J. REALI CITC 12:46
22. K. CUSHING READFIELD 12:53
23. A. Aceto Sentinel 12:54
24. J. FULMER CITC 12:57
25. P. Paquin 13:02
26. P. Driscoll Ouincy TC 13:08
27. J. Contie Sentinel 13:12
28. C. DERASPE 13:16
29. A. Miles
30. B. FOLEY CITC 13:25
31. A. ERICKSON CITC 13:25
32. J. DECKER CITC 13:29
33. M. MALONEY CITC 13:29
34. J. Maclure Sentinel 13:45
35. K. WOOGAN READFIELD 13:55
36. A. Black NRITC 13:58
37. M. ADKINS SABATTUS TC 14:00
38. J. Worcester Sentinel 14:01
39. P. Collins NRITC 14:02
40. S. LISA CITC 14:08
41. N. STEVENS SABATTUS 14:24
42. M. MCCOY 14:28
43. A. FORTIN HALLOWELL 14:34
44. C. DARLING SABATTUS 14:51
45. A. ADAMS SABATTUS 14:56
46. M. Lyons 14:57
Team Scores
Quincy Track Club 30 
Sentinel Striders 67 
NRITC 87 
Sabattus Track Club 153 
CITC 138
MIDGETS
1. D. Manchester Sentinel 10:49
2. K. Hogan 10:55
3. C. Higgins 11:00
4. J. Co an 11:02
5. K. Daly 11:02
6. S. Daly 11:04
7. K. BRYANT ELLSWORTH 11:05
8. M. Andrews NF Har 11:06
9. K. Kuliga 11:07
10. K. TOWLE MTC GORHAM 11:07
11. P. Hunt Sentinel 11:08
12. K. Domenico Sentinel 11:09
13. S. Quintiliani Quincy 11:09
14. K. Guastella Quincy 11:10
15. K. Dominique 11:10
16. M. Merrick 11:11
17. J. Lupo Waltham TC 11:15
18. Nancy Sheely Quincy TC 11:18
19. L. Hazel Waltham TC 11:18
20. E. Renda Quincy TC 11:19
21. M. HYLAND MTC 11:22
22. K. Langdon NF Har 11:25
23. K. Devine 11:26
24. W. Sroczynski Waltham 11:28
25. N. Freedman 11:35
26. A. Young Quincy TC 11:37
27. S. Greitzer Cha RT 11:38
28. P. Swan 11:39
29. C. Durant NF Har 11:47
30. C. Rondeau 11:49
31. M. Field 11:51
32. T. Lamberto 11:53
33. E. Dolan 11:53
34. T. KELL 11:53
35. J. Bagus Sentinel 11:54
36. A. Vogel Cha RT 11:55
37. H. LANE MTC Manchester 12:02
38. R. Berg Cha RT 12:03
39. J. POPP 12:04
40. L. Whittier 12:05
41. J. Englehart Waltham 12:07
42. T. Grazier NF Har 12:07
43. J. Rando Waltham 12:07
44. T. Tubbs Cha RT 12:09
45. S. Keefe Waltham 12:10
46. N. STODARD 12:11
47. N. FRASER 12:11
48. V. GORDON 12:11
49. A. SHNUR 12:13
50. Rachel Marshall Quincy 12:14
51. R. SILKE MTC 12:17
52. P. Dingley Sentinel 12:20
53. D. Piscatelli Waltham 12:23
54. H. HAYNES 12:23
55. M. Weber Cha RT 12:29
56. C. Elliott NF Har 12:33
57. J. HAYDEN MTC 12:33
58. L. Shaw 12:36
59. M. BRAGG SYDNEY 12:39
60. K. O'REILLY MTC 12:51
61. H. Hayman Sentinel 12:57
62. C. Ewart Sentinel 13:08
63. K. CONLEY MTC 13:11
64. L. Vellante Waltham 13:13
65. L. Ferri Sentinel 13:35
66. 13:50
Team Scores
Quincy Track Club 48
Sentinel Striders 57
Waltham Track Club 78
N.F. Harriers 87
Maine Track Club 96
Cha RT 112
YOUTH
1 . N. Carthwright 14:11
2 . B. Raymond 14:17
3 . JILL DECKER CITC 14:20
4 P. Coan NEPC 14:47
5 . C. Davis 15:14
6 . B. Nicholas 15:17
7 . C. Laflamme 15:19
8 . S. Phelps GSH 15:20
9 . LENORA FELKER CITC 15:21
10 . C. Klein 15:25
11 T. Simmons GSH 15:27
12 . R. Roberts NEPC 15:30
13 . WENDY BUFFINGTON LOVELL 15:31
14 A. Neissel Cha RT 15:33
15 A. Gavigan 15:35
16 . H. Green NEPC 15:36
17 . M. McDowell Cha RT 15:47
18 . M. Kornitzler Waltham 15:50
19 . J. Parenteau Sentinel 15:51
20 T. Parr 15:52
21 . M. ST. PIERRE LTC JAY 15:52
22 . J. Riben GSH 15:53
23 . K. Gould NEPC 15:58
24 . J. Serna Abraxas TC 16:03
25 . B. GLEESON CITC 16:15
26 M. Martinez 16:16
27 . K. COLUCCI CITC 16:18
28 . L. CARY CITC 16:21
29 . L. Hill Sentinel 16:26
30 . J. Helfrecht 16:28
31 L. Harris 16:28
32 A. Josselyn NEPC 16:29
33 . C. Flaxington Sentinel 16:30
34 . P. Dorety 16:32
35 . K. Ross 16:34
36 . M. O'Neill 16:35
37,. A. Roemer 16:36
38,. J. ALLEN CITC 16:36
39,. J. Dudley 16:36
40,. S. Fitzgibbons 16:38
41.. K. Tibbetts 16:39
42,. N. Desrosier 16:40
43,. C. Bollinger Cha RT 16:42
44,. H. DENNING LTC 16:46
45,. E. GREENIER LTC Monmouth 16:59
46, E. Morse 17:00
47,. M. Lavangie 17:01
48,. B. THOMPSON LTC 17:02
49.. K. Johnson Sentinel 17:15
50,. C. Beck Cha RT 17:21
51.. H. CURTIS LTC Gardiner 17:23
52.. C. Walter 17:27
53, M. Solomon Cha RT 17:28
54,. L. WEYMOUTH LTC 17:28
55.. C. ELWELL LTC 17:29
56. E. CHAMPLIN 17:29
57. L. Gansert Sentinel 17:48
58. C. Levesque 17:50
59. D. LAMONTAGNE MONMOUTH 17:50
60. P. Feeney 17:51
61. L. Ethier 17:57
62,. T. PARSONS FAIRFIELD 17:58
63.. S. Welch 18:16
64.. S. Barwise 18:18
65. M. O'Donnell 18:18
66. H. Kisselbrack 18:42
67.. J. Shepard 18:46
68. K. Grady NEPC 18:50
69. M. Daniels Sentinel 18:52
70. M. HANNUM MONMOUTH 18:53
71. J. Ewart Sentinel 19:03
72, P. Tullar Cha RT 19:07
73. L. Madison 19:23
74. K. Cashman 20:56
75. E. Walbern 20:57
76.. M. GRENIER MONMOUTH 21:04
77. J. Adamowicz Cha RT
Team Scores
NEPC 87
CITC of Maine 92
LTC of Maine 171
CHA RT 177
Sentinel Striders 187
INTERMEDIATE
1. SUSANNAH BECK LTC ME 17:03
2. J. Lonnehan Waltham 17:32
3. P. Barrett 17:43
4. A. Deshaies MHS 17:48
5. A. JONES CUMBERLAND 17:50
6. S. Reid 18:11
7. E. JURKOWSKI LTC ME 18:20
8. S. Donna 18:23
9. M. Lapierre 18:29
10. D. WHELTON LTC ME 18:35
11. V. Dorety 18:40
12. C. BILLHEIMER LTC ME 18:42
13. J. Gschwind 18:43
14. J. Vogt 18:44
15. A. GUISTRA LTC ME 18:48
16. K. Griffiths NMH 18:48
17. H. MANK LTC ME 18:54
18. K. Perez 18:57
19. J. Bovere 19:10
20. J. Coan 19:16
21. K. Burns 19:17
22. T. Collazo Waltham 19:20
23. L. Giovanetti Waltham 19:30
24. M. Powers 19:31
25. D. Iuliano 19:38
26. K. Simmons 19:40
27. K. WIGHT LTC ME 19:43
28. J. Anderson NHS 19:44
29. J. Ouimette 19:45
30. K. Ottaviani NHS 19:45
31. K. Peeley Waltham TC 19:50
32. S. Arthur NHS 19:57
33. D. Rosenbloom NHS 20:03
34. K. Pilarcik 20:04
35. K. Byrne 20:05
36. K. Roy 20:12
37. N. HEIN LTC ME 20:17
38. A. Heseltine 20:18
39. K. Reith 20:20
40. L. Newton 20:36
41. J. Macinnis Waltham 20:42
42. M. McCarthy Waltham 20:45
43. M. Jordan 20:47
44. S. Pittgrino Waltham 21:19
45. C. Poulin NHS 21:43
Team Scores
LTC of Maine 23 
NHS 54 
Waltham T.C. 57
YOUNG WOMEN
1. JOANNA GREEN LTC ME 16:57
2. LISA WAKEM LTC ME 17:08
3. X. Huff NMH 17:29
4. W. HANEY LTC ME 17:39
5. J. Rush 17:57
6. B. Voelker GSH 18:09
7. KRISTIN LINDQUIST LTC ME 18:26
8. M. Maaughlin Abraxas TC 18:37
9. M. Moisen 18:34
10. L. Faitsch Abraxas TC 18:37
11. D. Diburro NHS 18:38
12. L. Cartwright 18:39
13. P. Less 18:54
14. C. FRITZ LTC ME 19:08
15. J. Lemieux 19:13
16. K. Connors 19:19
17. S. Cooper 19:23
18. A. Reed 19:38
19. C. BRADLEE LTC ME 20:09
20. J. Rosamond NMH 20:41
21. C. Geremia 23:18
22. J. CAMPBELL LTC ME 23:35
23. S. Haas 24:12
Team Score
LTC of Maine 15
BOYS
BANTAM
1. R. Cruz 10:26
2. JOSH GAGNON AUBURN 10:48
3. E. WORCESTER CUMBERLAND 10:50
4. MATT DESCHAINE AUBURN 10:51
5. B. Klier 10:53
6. N. Rosenblatt 11:01
7. M. Wingate Sentinel 11:04
8. BRADEN ALLEY JONESPORT 11:05
9. J. Kurbec Sentinel 11:09
10. D. WEATHERBIE CAPE ELIZ 11:11
11. J. FRANCIS PERRY 11:12
12. D. Wall Cot Fly 11:15
13. J. Czerwein Sentinel 11:15
14. J. Graham 11:17
15. D. STOKES YARMOUTH 11:20
16. C. Cameron 11:24
17. R. Lysik 11:25
18. J. Carlson 11:27
19. D. Favali 11:30
20. J. Senesi 11:31
21. E. Caelson 11:33
22. S. COLUCCI 11:37
23. D. Jonathan 11:41
24. C. Conley 11:43
25. D. WHITE 11:44
26. K. Molknicki Cot Fly 11:48
27. R. Mandeville Sentinel 11:49
28. C. JOSLIN 11:51
29. Hopkins 11:52
30. S. Hurley 11:54
31. B. LEMAY 11:55
32. J. Trager 11:56
33. C. MULLEN 11:56
34. L. McCoy 11:57
35. J. DAVIS CITC 11:59
36. J. Laughlin Cot Fly 12:03
37. S. Young 12:05
38. J. Becker Cot Fly 12:09
39. G. POPP CITC 12:24
40. C. Penswick 12:25
41. T. Fedele 12:31
42. J. McNutt Cot Fly 12:31
43. A. WORTH CITC 12:34
44. J. Wiseman Cot Fly 12:36
45. B. STILES CITC 12:37
46. M. PORTER CITC 13:38
47. K. Romano Sentinel 13:48
48. 0. LISA CITC 14:02
49. A. CROCKETT CITC 14:33
50. R. Fisher
Team Scores
Sentinel Striders 29
Cot Fly 36
CITC 58
MIDGET
1,. W. Newsom 9:37
2, E. Knott 9:47
3. T. McCarthy Mai RC 9:57
4. C. McCann Sentinel 9:59
5. C. Lawrence Mai RC 10:02
6. SCOTT LOOMIS YARMOUTH 10:03
7, T. Dumont Mai RC 10:06
8.. C. Nogueira 10:10
9.. S. Carlson Sentinel 10:13
10. E. LARUE GREENE 10:21
11.. P. Price 10:23
12. B. Gibney Litch TC 10:24
13.. B. Smith 10:27
14.. J. Moore NR ITC 10:29
15.. S. Grady 10:33
16.. Z. DeJoseph 10:35
17. I. HUTCHINSON 10:36
18.. D. Remillard 10:37
19.. G. Kinnear Sentinel 10:38
20. B. Fallon Cotuit Flyers 10:39
21.. W. Horton Sentinel 10:41
22. J. Foote Mai RC 10:42
23,. J. Buban Sentinel 10:43
24.. R. Saillant Thunder 10:44
25. M. Wilson 10:45
26. K. Drake 10:46
27. K. DeJoseph 10:47
28. J. Barter Sentinel 10:48
29.. J. Gazerro Thunder TC 10:50
30.. R. Beausolek NRITC 10:51
31.. S. Gibney Litchfield 10:52
32. J. Maycock 10:57
33. R. Lucke Thunderbolt 10:58
34. M. Brown 10:59
35.. S. Benz 11:00
36,. A. MORRISON 11:03
37.. J. Bruno Sentinel 11:04
38.. L. Wilson 11:06
39.. D. Staker Sentinel 11:07
40.. B. Fallon 11:08
41 . L. Dominee Mai RC 11:11
42.. S. Burns NR ITC 11:13
43,. J. Lally Litch TC 11:17
44, M. Kearns 11:19
45,. S. Flaherty 11:21
46.
47.
J. Martin Thunder
GARDINER
11:24
11:29S. BERRY
48. D. Rush 11:30
49. B. Herouart NRITC 11:30
50. C. GOULET 11:35
51. J. PORCH CITC 11:36
52. D. Schoelzel Litch 11:40
53. N. Meyers Mitch 11:42
54. J. DAVIS 11:43
55. T-. ST. AMAND AUGUSTA 11:43
56. J. Gagnon Litch 11:48
57. J. WINN 11:49
58. E. KEYES Gardiner 11:50
59. C. BENN 11:54
60. B. WHITE CITC 11:55
61. M. Gearing 11:56
62. J. Paolino Thunder 12:01
63. D. ERICKSON CITC 12:19
64. P. LADD 12:20
65. S.' Brillon Thunder 12:35
66. R. BATES 12:41
67. G. WORTH CITC 12:49
Team Scores
Sentinel Striders 36 
Malden Running Club 38 
Litchfield Running Club 89 
Thunderbolt TC 90 
CITC 110
YOUTH
1. R. RODNEY SRTC 13:14
2. T. Pollis 13:18
3. S. Deauchamp 13:23
4. J. Stiles Sentinel 13:26
5. D. Lamarbe 13:26
6. T. Campbell GSH 13:31
7. T. VINCENT CITC 13:32
8. D. Drake Guil 13:33
9. A. Breslaw GSH 13:35
10. T. ADAMS CITC 13:36
11. J. Cullinane 13:37
12. J. BURRILL CITC 13:40
13. P. Hogue NEPC 13:40
14. D. Stockman GSH 13:41
15. M. Durant Mai RC 13:41
16. D. Hathaway NEPC 13:41
17. T. POKRIFKA SRTC GARDIN 13:42
18. B. Barret 13:51
19. K. Flood Thunderbolt 13:54
20. Lymna GSH 13:55
21. M. Mayberry NEPC 13:57
22. E. M. Crossley 13:58
23. C. Potter 14:03
24. R. Stealey Guil 14:04
25. A. Graves 14:04
26. CHAD GAGNON AUBURN 14:05
27. F. Minosh 14:05
28. B. Marcotte Thunderbolt 14:09
29. C. CARROLL CITC 14:09
30. J. Gaspero 14:11
31. D. Landry Mai RC 14:12
32. J. Cartwright 14:12
33. W. Sweetser 14:12
34. I. IVES SRTC 14:15
35. B. Bliss Cha RT 14:17
36. M. Jack 14:19
37. B. Richards 14:22
38. F. Lashway 14:23
39. D. Stubbs Sentinel 14:23
40. C. GARRISON SRTC 14:25
41. D. Lachance Sentinel 14:25
42. J. Morton 14:27
43. T. Chew Thunderbolt 14:28
44. J. Cable 14:28
45. B. Simmons GSH 14:28
46. S. Fraser Mai RC 14:31
47. A. Graves GSH 14:34
48. P. Inglee Guil 14:34
49. J. Ruotolo Sentinel 14:35
50. B. Bliven 14:36
51. J. Decubellis Sentinel 14:37
52. B. Kearns 14:37
53. C. Seabury 14:38
54. T. BERRY CITC 14:38
55. T. WILKINS SRTC 14:39
56. M. Fraterrigo Guil 14:40
57. J. Mulverhill Mai RC 14:41
58. J. Bernard Guil 14:41
59. J. Lawless 14:42
60. A. Cring Mai RC 14:42
61. B. Seabury 14:43
62. M. Davio Mai RC 14:44
63. B. Higgins 14:45
64. B. MAHON 14:46
65. R. Gerlach Sentinel 14:47
66. G. Savoie Thunderbolt 14:47
67. M. Charette Thunderbolt 14:48
68. M. Siegel 14:49
69. D. Price Mai RC 15:01
70. J. Derrig GSH 15:03
71. B. Brown Sentinel 15:04
72. J. GILLASPIE PITTSTON 15:05
73. C. CATEL 15:12
74. J. Phillips Thunder 15:17
75. S. Keegan NEPC 15:25
76. N. Davis Sentinel 15:29
77. P. LAROSE 15:30
78. P. Goneau Cha RT 15:31
79. J. Goldsmith NEPC 15:36
80. P. Phan Thunder 15:40
81. J. JAQUITH GARDINER 15:53
82. B. Harper Mai RC 15:56
83. J. Faitsch Abraxas TC 15:57
84. A. Murphy GSH 15:58
85. T. Jackson Cha RT 16:16
86. S. Thomas Cha RT
87. C. Price Cha RT
88. J. Jackowski
89. P. LAMBERT CITC
Team Scores
GSH 56
CITC 64
Scarboro Rec TC 85
Sentinel Striders 103
Malden Track Club 119
NEPC 121
Thunderbolt AC 126
Cha RT 214
INTERMEDIATE
1. Ron Borden 14:54
2. J. Cassidy 14:55
3. M. Donahue 15:02
4. F. Kelly 15:02
5. M. Murphy GSH 15:03
6. Doug MCDONALD Waterville 15:07
7. TOM LAROSE SRTC 15:11
8. S. Bayliss 15:17
9. H. STAIRS SRTC 15:23
10. B. Hunt 15:26
11. S. Stanley GSH 15:28
12. M. Noyes 15:29
13. M. Thompson FP 15:29
14. D. BAILEY SRTC 15:30
15. A. Mellon 15:33
16. C. Bianchi Wayfarers 15:34
17. G. Reid SH 15:39
18. C. Rodgers FP 15:39
19. C. Trager 15:40
20. J. BENDER SRTC 15:41
21. E. Knott FP 15:42
22. P. Karker FP 15:43
23. A. Muncey 15:43
24. D. Donnely 15:45
25. G. Bouvier 15:46
26. D. Morash 15:47
27. • R. Bower FP 15:50
28. D. Pilsh GSH 15:52
29. P. ROSS SRTC 15:53
30. C. Abel 15:55
31. E. Lenane 15:58
32. C. Glass 15:59
33. J. Corso GSH 16:00
34. S. LAPOINTE SRTC Monmou 16:00
35. R. ASHBY 16:01
36. ERIC MATTSON Bucksport 16:02
37. B. Simmons 16:07
38. S. Hart Abraxas TC 16:08
39. J. Young 16:09
40. S. Caines 16:12
41. B. Ray 16:12
42. B. Eaton 16:13
43. B. Sanderson GSH 16:15
44. B. LEIGHTON SRTC 16:16
45. S. Noble 16:19
46. L. Secki Abraxas TC 16:20
47. R. Snow 16:20
48. G. Roberts 16:21
49. B. CORCORAN 16:24
50. C. Carberry 16:27
51. M. Cormican 16:30
52. J. Vogt 16:34
53. D. Fuller FP 16:35
54. I. Masterson 16:40
55. G. Campapiano 16:44
56. T. Spicer 16:47
57. J. Trunk Abraxas TC 16:48
58. P. Reardon 16:48
59. D. Clark 16:52
60. J. Lally 17:00
61. N. Paquette 17:10
62. B. Simmons GSH 17:10
63. D. Subin FP 17:17
64. D. Lyman 17:17
65. M. Hanechak GSH 17:25
66. R. Hubbel 17:25
67. C. Thompsen Abraxas TC 17:32
68. G. Trierweiler 18:07
Team Scores
Scarboro Rec TC 34
GSH 40
FP 46
YOUNG MEN
1. SCOTT ROBERTS SRTC 14:37
2. KEVIN ROLFE SRTC 14:40
3. S. Fleming GSH 14:41
4. R. FRITZ SRTC 14:50
5. J. Soggs 14:56
6. ERICH REED SRTC 14:57
7. D. Bagus 14:58
8. S. SMITH SRTC OAKLAND 14:59
9. BRIAN HURST SRTC BANGOR 15:06
10. T. Lanzi 15:15
11. C. Kranick 15:18
12. R. BROOKS SRTC 15:19
13. M. Lanzi 15:21
14. P. Haner 15:22
15. M. Lemay GSH 15:26
16. A. GARRISON 15:32
17. D. Kusnierz GSH 15:35
18. B. Laposta GSH 15:38
19. B. PEABODY 15:39
20. M. HERRON SRTC 15:40
21. T. ELWELL 15:45
22. B. Scully 15:48
23. B. MILLIS 15:55
24. D. Marron 15:58
25. S. BRYANT 16:02
26. M. Brown 16:16
27. B. Balleron GSH 16:23
28. M. BOURGOIN 16:24
29. W. Vangas 16:26
30. R. OLIVER 16:29
31. J. Davis 16:30
32. J. TERRA 16:37
33. P. THOENEN 16:43
34. B. Swancost 16:57
35. D. Allen 17:08
36. S. LANDER 17:12
37. T. FORTIER JAY 17:44
Team Scores
Scarboro Rec TC 18
GSH 42
Results courtesy of J. Frank Glynn 
Maine Association T.A.C.
******************
KINNEY REGIONALS
Van Cortland Park, New York Nov 24th
Women's 5K
1. Cathy Shiro Dover, N.H. 16:46
11. Susannah Beck Yarmouth 18:26 
15. Joanna Green Brunswick 18:40 
Lisa Wakem of Scarboro was ill
Men's 5K
1. John Trauman New York 15:25
12. Scott Roberts Readfield 15:50
Results courtesy of Andy Palmer
******************
EASTCOAST CLASSIC
Raleign, N.C. Nov 24th
Chebeague Island Track Club Results 
10 and under Girls 3K
1. Yeminah Johnson N.Y.C. 11:23
50. Bridget Foley 13:37
55. Jenny Reali 13:49
74. Jessica Fulmer 14:42
Field of 89
10 & under Boys 3K
1. Billy Beiner N.J. 10:44
24. Erik Worcester 12:07
31. David Stokes 12:28
Field of 60
11 & 12 Girls 3K
1. Mel Benner Philly 10:47
61. Linda Whittier 12:59
74. Nicki Stoddard 13:21
Field of 112 
11 & 12 Boys 3K
1. Ian Urbina Wash D.C. 10:15
13. Scott Loomis 10:41
72. Brian White 12:49
75. Jeff Porch 13:03
Field of 106
13 & 14 Girls 4K
1. Monica Ruiz N.Y.C. 14:41
2. Jill Decker 15:24
12. Lenora Felker 16:09
Field of 83
13 & 14 Boys 4K
1. Jeff Campbell Maryland 13:49
7. Tony Adams 14:32
8. Todd Vincent 14:33
Field of 95
15 & 16 Girls 5K
1. Cindy Flannery Maryland 19:13
3. Allyson Jones 19:40
Field of 48
15 & 16 Boys 5K
1. Roger Letchworth N.J. 16:00
27. Bobby Ray 17:48
17 & 18 Girls 5K
1. Ellie Runice Florida 18:49
17 & 18 Boys 5K
1. Mike Clerc Florida 15:52
12. Trey Admundsen 16:47
Field of 46
Results courtesy of Irv Felker
*******************
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CLASSIC
Portland 4 Mile Nov 22nd
1. Andy Kimball 20:14
2. Berry Fifield 21:10
3. Willie Dumont 21:23
4. William Sullivan 21:26
5. Kevin Kein 21:32
6. Joel Croteau 21:35
7. Gordon Scannell 21:48
8. Wayne Pelletier 21:49
9. Jack Frost? 21:54
10. Harry Welson 21:57
11. Dick McFaul 21:59
12. Mike Kimball 22:04
13. Don Bourton 22:08
14. John Tarling 22:10
15. Mike Lyons 22:15
16. Bob Coughlin 22:16
17. Dave Smith 22:18
18. Sam Merrill 22:26
19. Tom LaRose 22:31
20. Bob Ouentin 22:32
21. Frank Brume 22:42
22. Joel Titcomb 22:46
23. Kenny Flanders 23:15
24. Mike Breault 23:22
25. Dennis Mitchell 23:24
26. Wanda Haney 23:25*
27. Bob Stuart 23:27
28. Greg Dugas 23:28
29. Brian Milliken 23:29
30. Peter Carleton 23:30
31. Don Wilson 23:33
32. Michael Bickford 23:42
33. Bob Jolicoeur 23:50
34. Phil Vezina 24:04
35. Dick Lajoie 24:12
36. Cheryl Bascomb 24:13*
37. Charles LaMere 24:15
38. Tom Allen 24:17
39. Paul Conley 24:18
40. Alan Leathers 24:30
41. James Cox 24:33
42. Roger Berle 24:42
43. Lee Nicely 24:45
44. Denise Harlow 24:50*
45. Chuck Massie 24:53
46. David Trussell 25:05
47. Peter Holloway 25:10
48. Shawn Carll 25:12
49. * Bill Fenderson 25:13
50.
51. Ken Fickett 25:34
52. Carl Comstock 25:35
53. Lee Crocker 25:37
54. Gerry Myatt 25:38
55. Harry Nasse 25:42
56. Stephen Zanichkowsky 25:49
57. Jim Wright 25:57
58. Bob Cushman 25:58
59. Stuart Tisdale 26:09
60. Russell Nappi 26:14
61. Gordon Chamberlain 26:15
62. Thomas McKinney 26:16
63. William Acton 26:20
64. Mim Nelson 26:22*
65. Peter Pompeo 26:31
66. Philip Pierce 26:38
67. Dick Campbell 26:44
68. Lawrence Boyd 26:45
69. Rodney Lane 26:46
70. Nancy Lagin 26:56*
71. Al Alonzo 26 :-57
72. George Alessandro 26:58
73. John Marshall 27:03
74. Scott Wilson 27:04
75. Dave Conley 27:21
76. Jim Chase 27:27
77. William Anderson 27:36
78. Rick Sears 27:39
79. Barbara Coughlin 27:48*
80. Anthony Ginocchio 27:51
81. Paul Yarrington 27:52
82. Jerie Bugbee 27:55*
83. Paul Casey 28:03
84. David Body 28:25
85. Kerry Shea > 28:30*
86. Robert Peters 28:45
87. David Ray 28:46
88. Tim Smith 28:47
89. Russ Bradley 28:49
90. Don Penta 28:55
91. Jeff Marshall 28:56
92. Joe Cameron 29:01
93. Chris Neagle 29:06
94. Diane Lavangie 29:09*
95. Chuck Bolduc 29:12
96. Bill Cross 29:12
97. Joe Ricchio 29:15
98. P. Celona 29:21
99. Laurie Allard 29:31*
100. Peter Allen 29:32
101. Rick O'Brien 29:46
102. Steve Patrick 29:58
103. Sandra Caulfield 30:16*
104. Emily Lindermann 30:21*
105. Janele Morris 30:22*
106. Danny Gribbin 30:25
107. Lori Towle 30:28*
108. Mike Towle 30:29
109. Cushman Anthone 30:30
110. Dick Goodie 30:31
111. David Estabrook 30:34
112. Patty Medina 30:35
113. James McGovern 30:40
114. Richard Thomas 30:42
115. Morton Soule 30:51
116. Linda Dion 30:56*
117. Bill Davenny 31:08
118. Jean Thomas 31:11*
119. Sandra Utterstrom 31:13*
120. David Cameron 31:15
121. Rod Stanley, Sr. 31:20
122. Betsy Parker 31:21*
123. 49. Bob Peacock 38:04 110. George Jacobson 41:56
124. Stephen Cameron 31:29 50. Michael Thompson 38:06 111. Norman Quirion 42:07
125. Bob Currier 31:45 51. Jorge Leon 38:17 112. Denise Whelton 42:09*
126. Joyce Cook 32:10* 52. Donald Harden 38:18 113. Michael Cameron 42:09
127. Terri Morris 32:41* 53. Mark Simpson 38:21 114. Jack Hodgkins 42:13
128. Richard Lenieux 32:56 54. Mert Dearnley 38:25 115. Ed Atlee 45 42:22
129. Doug Brown 32:57 55. Gerry Mirabile 38:43 116. Scott Printz 42:25
130. Robert Galvez 33:08 56. Oskar Feichtinger 51 38:45 117. David Christie 42:28
131. Patrick McBride 33:15 57. Travis Wood 38:46 118. Leon Hadiaris 42:33
132. Stephanie Peters 33:17 58. Bruce Williams 38:58 119. Rick Landry 42:34
133. Bill Whitten 33:33 59. Ray Johnson 39:01 120. Roger Johnstone 42:35
134. Tim Tarlton 34:17 60. Bruce Fenlason 39:03 121. Richard Spellman 42:38
135. Judith Coburn 34:21* 61. James Leonard 39:04 122. Martin McAleer 42:43
136. Linda McGorrill 34:22* 62. Tom Wells 39:10 123. Norman St. Pierre 42:50
137. John Stedman 34:39 68. Stephen Salter 39:14 124. Russ Mooney 42:59
138. Jessica Theena 34:54* 64. Ed Miller 39:16 125. Bill Gayton 44 43:00
139. John M. Foley, Jr. 34:56 65. Christopher Bovie 39:24 126. Brian Stebbins 43:07
140. Paul Mayer 34:57 66. Richard MacDonald 39:27 127. Thomas Hart 43:16
141. Jennifer Defilipo 34:59* 67. Rick Strout 46 39:28 128. James Moore, Jr. 41 43:20
142. James Jordan 35:09 68. Steve Norton 44 39:28 129. James Moore III 43:20
143. Libby Ross 35:23* 69. Martin Schiff 45 39:29 130. James Mansir 43:23
144. Bernard Ross 35:24 70. Larry Fortin 39:38 131. Raymond Bryant 48 43:34
145. Mark Cushman 35:33 71. Don White 39:43 132. John Bell 43:42
146. Brenda Cushman 35:33* 72. Kevin Dunn 39:46 133. David Gugan 48 43:43
147. Dee Nicely 35:35* 73. Harry Schmitke 46 39:49 134. Jerry Saint Amand 41 43:47
148. N. E. Lazette, Jr. 35:53 74. Diane Wood 39:50* 135. Michael Case 43:55
149. R.S. Durant 35:59 75. Matthew Hollingsworth 39:56 136. James Booth 43:59
150. 76. Ralph Thomas 48 39:59 137. Don Brewer 44:03
151. Frank Long 36:39 77. William Bartlett 40:01 138. Rohnie Dunn 42 44:08
152. James Pledger 36:58 78. Mickey Lackey 40 40:03 139. Lisa Meade 44:11*
153. Meris Bickford 37:32* 79. Christopher Bryant 40:11 140. Mark Oullette 44:18
154. William Parsons 37:42 80. Chris Cameron 40:12 141. Paul McFarland 40 44:22
155. Kandyleigh Provencher 37:50* 81. Linda Roberts 40:14* 142. Gary Barrett 40 44:26
156. Gail York 39:02* 82. Francis O’Hara 40:15 143. David Gilbert 44:40
157. Judy Nasse 39:12* 83. Charles Weymouth 43 40:17 144. Normand Rodrigue 44:41
158. Gerald Davis 39:16 84. Michael Cook 40:17 145. Fran Brennan 48 44:47*
85. Bruce Bell 45 40:21 146. Melissa St. Pierre 44:49*
Results courtesy of George Towle 86. Jeffrey Preble 40:22 147. Deb Hewson 44:56*
Portland High School 87. Ray Quimby 40:29 148. Donald Wismer 44:58
88. William Sayres 53 40:30 149. Gard Rand 48 45:08
* ************ ***** 89. Skip Rowe 40:34 150. Leon Mooney 45:09
90. Carl Bowen 52 40:36 151. Russell Martin 45:10
GASPING GOBBLER 10K 91. Robert Rines 40:40 152. Wesley Fjeldhelm 45:11
Augusta Nov 22nd 92. Carl Lord 43 40:41 153. Timothy Holland 45:13
93. Ben Street 40:45 154. Craig Haggett 45:15
94. John Barrington 51 40:56 155. George Ames 43 45:17
1. Gerry Clapper 30:29 95. Warren Newton 40:58 156. Philip Street 45:19
2. Stanley Bickford 30:58 96. Tom Fortier 41:01 157. Robert Whitten 51 45:31
3. John Fitzgerald 31:37 97. Nathan Street 41:03 158. Edward Cochrane 41 45:35
4. Peter Lessard 32:01 98. Dick MacDonald 49 41:13 159. Charlotte Sayres 45:43*
5. Brian Warren 32:36 99. Wyatt Anderson 41:15 160. Allen Hersom 45:50
6. Ralph Duquette 32:52 100. Patrick Roy 41:21 161. Robert Lutz 46:07
7. Jeffrey Meserve 33:04 101. Joe Washburn 40 41:23 162. Daniel Force 46:18
8. Michael Leighton 33:16 102. Sheldon Belmain 43 41:28 163. Nancy Stetson 46:26*
9. Floyd Wilson 33:22 103. Byron Cook 41:30 164. Wendy Sayres 50 46:32*
10. George Bockus 33:27 104. Ron DePrez 40 41:32 165. Thomas Daggett 46:40
11. Greg Nelson 33:40 105. Dick Cummings 47 41:33 166. Patricia Kennedy (Waddle?)46:44*
12. Alan DeCosta 33:42 106. Peter Connell 41:40 167. Bill Atkins 46:49
13. Eric McNett 33:43 107. David Sargent 41:45 168. Nivan Saada 46:52*
14. John Hallee 33:44 108. Jill Sheive 41:48* 169. Catherine Cocks 46:53*
15. Brian McCrea 33:54 109. Dean Sciaraffa 41:52 170. Sarah Roy 46:53*
16. John Condon 34:04 171. Ron Paquette 43 46:53
17. Steven Russell 34:10 172. J. Fraser Cocks 43 46:53
18.
19.
20. 
21. 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
Dana Maxim 
Rusty Taylor 
Philip Stuart 
John Mathieu 
Daniel Campbell 
David Barrington 
Brian Ladner 
Joseph Kingeter 
Paul Thompson 
Steve Giles 
Dan Pennock 
Michael Gordon 
Scott Wagner 
Tom Thibeau 
Steve Dubord 
Rick Lane 
Todd Guite 
Gary Cochrane 
Michael Perry 
Gary Weber 
Michael O'Connor 
Joseph Meehan 
Todd Olsen 
L. Dean Rasmussen 
Allen Pierce 
Richard Harper 
David Burgess 
Michael Simoneau 
Kevin Way 
Andrew Files 
Peter Bastow 48
43
34:13
34:19
34:39
34:53 '
34:57
35:04
35:18
35:23
35:28
35:30
35:32
35:36
35:42
36:33
36:41
36:56
36:58
37:02
37:06
37:11
37:27
37:34
37:36
37:41
37:47
37:48
37:50
37:52
37:56
37:59
38:03
Maine Savings Bank’s
gth annual
Gasping Gobbler
Thanksgiving Day Road Race
173. Fred Brown 42 46:
174. Richard Lepore 54 47:08
175. Randy Landry 47:13
176. James Steelman 47:14
177. John Nichols 45 47:19
178. Scott Sanford 47:20
179. Jeff Williams 47:22
180. Eddie Cochrane 47:30
181. Albert Cloutier 47:37
182. Frank Setter 40 47:46
183. David Stockford 42 47:48
184. Stephen Bolduc 47:50
185. Jody Rolnick 47:57*
186. Elanna Clark 48:06*
187. James Chase 48:14
David Spenciner 48:35
Jay Spenciner 44 48:35
Scott Nichols 48:40
Patty Jacobs 49:04*
Richard Wagner 53 49:05
Dora Anne Mills 49:13
Mike Schriver 49:17
Brooke Jansen 49:18*
Fred Wingate 49:24
Lori Mooney 49:25*
198. Margaret Briggs 49:26*
199. David Capella 49:27
200. Allen Ryan 42 49:30
201. Jeffrey Nichols 41 49:37
202. Amy Rolnick 49:39*
203. Dick Mercier 46 49:44
204. Lynn-Marie Kikotis 50:0.1*
205. Susan Welch 50:0.6*
206. John McAleer 61 50:27
207. Kari Richardson 50:28*
208. Craig Phillips 50:38
209. Bill Tozier 57 50:40
210. Heather Deveau 50:45*
211. Paula Lepore 51:06*
212. Eddie Brissette 63 51:07
213. Marjorie Force 51:09*
214. Charles Clapper 55 51:13
215. Frank Wingate 51:24
216. James Garland 51:31
217. Joanne Martin 51:39*
218. Gail Schade 46 52:04*
219. Sharon Beaudoin 52:14*
220. Patricia Kennedy 52:21*
221. Cheryl Harrington 52:31*
222. Victoria Small 52:24*
223. Peter Small 52:54
224. Derek Schmitke 53:05
225. Margaret Guthrie 53:12*
226. Richard Sabol 46 53:39
227. Dennis Harnish 41 53:53
228. Georgianna Hogerty 55:02*
229. Dawn Heselton 55:08*
230. Richard Cook 41 55:22
231. James Mitchell 47 56:49
232. Carol Linker 41 1:01:21*
233. Jackie Pelletier 1:01:23*
234. Michael Levey 40 1:01:28
235. Carol Nichols 1:01:33*
236. Penny Lucas 1:06:10*
237. Mardie Brown 67 1:13:25*
238. Jeffrey Johnson 1:14:20
GASPING GOBBLER 2 MILE
1. Jason Greenleaf 10:24
2. Alex Hammer 10:29
3. Michael Bard 10:29
4. Robert Wranosky 10:41
5. Brian Corcoran 10:52
6. Warren Dean 48 11:04
7. Gene Roy 11:06
8. Todd Pokrifka 11:07
9. Lee Stover 11:20
10. Stephen Turner 11:24
11. Robert Cuthbertson III 11:32
12. Rit Roberts 11:46
13. Michael Sargent 11:49
14. Gary Grady 11:55
15. Dale Gamage 12:12
16. Mike Clapper 12:14
17. Annie Blumer 12:17*
18. Jeff Holmes 12:25
19. Chip Littlefield 12:27
20. Christopher McLoon 12:29
21. Steve Roberts 12:31
22. Jeffrey Moore 12:33
23. Rick Grenier 12:40
24. Lenora Felker 12:42*
25. Paul Dali 43 12:49
26. John Leonard 12:58
27. Chris Atlee 13:00
28. Don Celler 41 13:03
29. David Chambers 13:06
30. Larry Wilson 13:14
31. Roy Armstrong 52 13:15
32. John Hodgkins 49 13:19
33. Bobby Gray 13:34
34. Ronald Lindholm 42 13:41
35. Ray MacFarland 13:47
36. Lucien Lessard 44 13:52
37. Jamie Halperin 13:56
38. Ken Armstrong 41 14:02
39. Chris Lee 14:04
40. Rick Granholm 14:04
41. Aaron Newton 14:22
42. Ellen Spring 14:28*
43. Jerome Gamache 14:29
44. Christopher Roy 14:29
45. Ronald Cook 14:30
46. Brian Starie 14:30
47. Jessie Lawrence 14:33*
48. Joanna Dali 14:33*
49. Betty Webber 14:39*
50. Lee Gamage 43 14:42
51. Jason Turner 14:42
52. Brian Wood 14:47
53. Holly Gamage 14:49*
54. Kristin Cook 14:51*
55. Diane Dolnam 14:56*
56. Andrew Ryan 15:02
57. Corey Lessard 15:03
58. Sara Fenlason 15:05*
59. Dana Childs 48 15:06
60. Jamie Wilson 15:15
61. Brendan Lee 15:19
62. Bertrand Gendron 54 15:22
63. Roger Katz 15:23
64. Roger Hewson 51 15:28
65. Julia Nord 15:29*
66. Jennifer Brennan 15:32*
67. Jessica St. Pierre 15:33*
68. Eric Weymouth 15:33
69. Ben Brown 15:34
70. Leona Clapper 54 15:38*
71. Eroll Arsenault 15:46
72. Chip Clark 15:52
73. Allison Dali 15:59*
74. Erin Force 15:59*
75. Darren Lee 16:00
76. Arthur Granholm 45 16:03
77. Nat Clark 16:05
78. Jason Simpson 16:15
79. John Caron 16:20
80. Andrew Leonard 16:25
81. Penny Snyder 16:27*
82. Margaret Cook 16:35*
83. Sandra Brown 41 16:36*
84. Gail Brum 16:47*
85. M. Hanley Cocks 16:53*
86. Timothy Simoneau 16:55
87. Amy Spenciner 17:01*
88. Rona Granholm 17:09*
89. Gary White 17:16
90. Ruth Jacobs 17:19*
91. Jo-Ann Turner 17:23*
92. Dwight Desjardin 17:34
93. Karlee Skelton 17:34*
94. Allison Childs 17:51*
95. Cynthia Murray-Beliveau 17:54*
96. Bob Chambers 48 18:02
97. Marc Weymouth 18:03
98. Mary Saunders 18:08*
99. Sarah Cook 18:51*
100. Robbie Cuthbertson 18:52
101. Aaron Cuthbertson 18:54
102. Constance Moore 19:08*
103. Aaron St. Pierre 19:18
104. Lauren Simpson 19:43*
105. Charlotte Hewson 50 19:45*
106. Amy Fortin 19:57*
107. Theresa Fortin 19:59*
108. Christine Thompson 20:31*
109. Jocelyn Bessey 20:31*
110. Peggy Mansir 20:54*
111. Joyce Armstrong 50 21:18*
112. Lynn Gagnon 21:29*
113. Melissa Weymouth 22:37*
114. Eleanor Weymouth 22:50*
115. Michael Rolnick 48 23:24
116. Linda Buskin 23:24*
117. Stephanie Clark 23:31*
118. Katie Clark 23:33*
119. Frances Sacerdote 50 24:18*
120. Patricia Wall 25:12*
121. Mary Lou Neptune 25:19*
Results courtesy of Dave Jowdry, CliJ
Fletcher and Barbara Godfrey 
Maine Road Ramblers
*★**★★******★***★★
MADISON DRAMA CLUB ROAD RACE 
Madison 4.2 Miles Dec 1st
1. Chris Bovie 22:50
2. Fred Judkins 23:07
3. Warren Dean 23:31
4. Dean Rasmussen 25:19
5. Bruce Fenlason 25:41
6. Martin Schiff 26:34
7. Patrick Roy 26:35
8. Paul Dali 27:53
9. Jerry Saint Amand 28:10
10. James Moore 28:13
11. Bob Nicholson 28:50
Bob Hagopian 28:50
13. Alan Campbell 29:04
14. Claudia Takacs 29:32
15. Lucien Lessard 29:55
16. Sarah Roy 29:59
17. Judy Bjorn 30:02
18. Donna Jean Pohlman 31:13
19. Doug Malloy 31:49
20. Ron Korzeniouski 36:13
21. Berit Freeling 
(and dog Ginger)
39:12
Results courtesy of the Central Maine 
Striders
*******************
Maine’s largest ski touring facility, 
with over 105 km. of double tracked 
loops. Trails that meander past some 
of the most beautiful mountain scenery 
imaginable, with terrain for all 
levels of ability.
Attractive solar heated lodge over-
looking Sugarloaf Mountain • Complete 
rental shop • Cafeteria • Waxing 
area • Trail information center with 
maps • P.S.I.A-E. instruction • Citi-
zens Races • Olympic sized skating 
rink with night lighting • I mile south 
of Sugarloaf/USA.
Carrabassett Valley Touring Center 
Carrabassett Valley, Maine 04947 
(207) 237-2205
ROAD RACE ID QUIZ
Were you able to recognize Danny Paul and Rock E. Green leading the Cape Challenge 
pack and Henri Bouchard running the wet streets of Bar Harbor in the annual half 
marathon last month? Well, try figuring out where this crowd is running and send 
your answer to Brown Photography, PO Box 53, Searsport, ME 04974 and win a free 
photo of yourself racing this year if you are the first correct respondent.
GO FOR IT!
In Printed Sportswear from 
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT.
RACE DIRECTORS & SPONSORS!
We can provide you with:
T-SHIRTS - RUNNING JERSEYS - SHORTS 
CAPS - BUMPER STICKERS - SIGNS
All Custom Printed with your design, 
or you can work with our fully equipped 
art department to create a design that 
will help make your event a SUCCESS!! 
*QUALITY PRINTING * QUANTITY PRICES
* ART DESIGN AND LETTERING 
* EMBROIDERY AND MONOGRAMMING
WE HAVE A GREAT TRACK RECORD!!
BENJAMIN"S ROAD RACE - A yrs.
LITE BEER - PAUL BUNYAN ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
CRANBERRY ISLAND ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
MACHIAS BLUEBERRY RUN - 2 yrs.
KENDUSKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
MEDUXNEKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
HAMPDEN 8| MILER - 3yrs.
HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC - 3 yrs.
BOB BOOKERS - MAINE RUNNING CAMP - 3 yrs. 
MARCH OF DIMES - WALK AMERICA!
KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW RUN - 2 yrs.
TERRY FOX MEMORIAL RUN - 2 yrs.
ATHLETICS EAST TRACK CLUB 
PLUS MANY MORE!
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT
114 Main St., Bangor, Me. 
942-2862
IRACir
FEBRUARY
I
“I
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO.
BBS MAIN STREET. P O BOX 1562 I
1985
BATES
COLLEGE
LEWISTON, MAINE
athletic club
••Complete Results in Maine Running”
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
"OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM"
Name Address__________________ __
City S tate____________________Zip Cod e______________
Date of Birth__________________________ Sex________________________
Club__________________ _ _______
fClub scoring is for TACf Clubs only; entry will decide a competitor's
affiliation).
TAS Association_________________________  TAC #_________________________
Division: 10 & under Boy/Glrl
(Born 1975 and later-}
11-12 Boy/Glrl 
(Born 1973 or lWj
13-14 Boy/Glrl 
(Born 1971 or 1972)
Open Men/Women___________
Master s___________________
Non-Corapetitive__________
In consideration of this entry being accdpted, I intending to be legally 
bound, do hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, 
waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may incur 
against Demers Plate Glass Co., The Yankee Athletic Club, Bates College, 
the Maine TAC and their agents or assigns for any injury by me at 
said meet.
Signa tur e ____________ Da te___________________________
(Parent/Guar^lan Tf under 18]
♦♦it***************************************************************** *******^
Please check the events you wish to enter:
Walter V. Demers, Sr. Memorial Mile _____________________
Invitational 5000 meter __________________________________
Post Entries will be accepted.
The Pames Committee reserves th^ right to reject any entry.
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
Date: Sunday, February 24, 1985
Place: Athletics Fieldhouse East Building, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine
Time: l4 & under Field - 9:00 Track - 9:30
all other divisions Field - 12:00 Track - 9^30
*
Entry Fee: Open Division - $2.00
: Master's Division - $2.00 (non-scoring)
: All Youth Divisions - $ .50 (Limit - 2 run/lfield/relay or 
1 run/2 field/relay)
: Special Non-Competitive 1500- No Charge (non-scoring)
Registration: All competitors must be registered with their local 
association of "The Athletics Congress/USA". Regis-
tration materials will be available at the meet. (Not 
required for non-competitive 1500) Cost - $6.00 
(Maine TAC)
awards: Open events - Medals to top three places. Ribbons to 4,5,6, *
(& Masters) - Also winners will receive individual prizes.
: Youth Events - Ribbons to top six (6) places.
- Also winners will receive individual prizes.
: Relays- Ribbons to top three places.
: Special glass awards to top male & femal TAC clubs and tip
male & female Individual. Team award to TAC Youth club scoring 
most points in all divisions combined.
: Invitational Events - (Demers Memorial Mile & 5000 Meter Inv.)
Commemorative awards to top six athletes.
: Non-Competitive 1500 - Certificates to all. competitors
Sanctioned by: 
Sponsored
Maine Association of The Athletics Congress.
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO.
603 MAIN STREET 
P O. BOX 1562 
LEWISTON. MAINE OA2AO
Rost Team: Yankee Athletic Club
Facilities: 200 meter Ruba - turf track & runways. Restrooms and
showers will be available on site.
Special Rules: Per order of Bates College - No spiked shoes will be 
allowed. Bring your flats.
Walter V. Demers. Sr. Memorial Mile/ If you wish to be considered for 
Invitational 56OO Meter either of these races, please fur-
nish us with your fastest times 
within the last year.
Make Checks Payable to: YANKEE ATHLETIC CLUB
For further info contact: John P. Lafreniere % Demers Plate Glass Co. 
(207-784-5404)
Send completed entries to: Demers Plate Glass Co.
P.O. Box 1562 
Lewiston, Maine 04240
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
"ORDER OP EVENTS"
Field Events
"Youth Field Events"
9:00 A.M. High Jump Area
10 & under Girls
11 & 12 Girls 
13 & 14 Girls
followed by boys same order
"Adult Field Events"
12:00 A.M. Shotput Area 
Mens Shotput 
Mens 35 lb. weight 
Womens Shotput
Long Jump Area
10 & under Soys
11 & 12 Boys 
13 & 14 Boys
followed by girls same order
High Jump Area
Mens High
Womens High
1:00 Pole Vault Area 
Mens Open
Long Jump Area
Womens Long
Mens Long 
Womens Triple 
Mens Triple
»«« am******************************************** #********##***##»*#*#***
Track Events
9:30 a .m ; Invitational 5000 Meter
55 High Hurdle - Trials - Men's Open
55 Low Hurdle - Trials - Women's Open
55 Meter - Trials - All groups
3000 Meter Run - Women
55 High Hurdle - Finals - Men1s Open
55 Low Hurdle - Finals - Women's Open
55 Meter - Finals - All groups
4 x 200 Relay - Finals - All groups
Lunch Break
1:00 p.M. Walter V. Demers, Sr. Memorial Mile
1500 Meter Run - All groups
400 Meter - Finals - All groups
1500 Meter Racewalk - Men's Open
1500 Meter Racewalk - Women's Open
800 Meter Run - All groups
200 Meter - Finals - All groups
5000 Meter - Men's Open
4 x 400 Relay - Finals - All group
Track events will be conducted as follows:
Youngest to oldest groups and 
Male before female divisions.
OEMERS PLATE GLASS CO. 
69Q MAIN STREET 
PO BOX 1562 
LE WISTON. MAINE 042-40
FOURTH ANNUAL
MID-WINTER 10 MILE CLASSIC
1985
AWARDS: 1 - 5 Open Men 
1 - 5 Open Women 
Men and Women
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 & over
Team Award
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10th 
12 NOON
SMVTI, SO. PORTLAND
First Five Team Members 
Team Size Unlimited
COURSE RECORD: 
52:56
ROCK GREEN 
63:41
KIM BEAULIEU
AWARD: $25.00 donated to charity of Winning Team choice.
Must be certified charitable organization.
Runners report to SMVTI Gym no later than 11:45 a.m. $3.00 entry fee — proceeds to Maine Track Club. 
Race Director: Robert Payne, RFD 1, Box 305, Raymond, Maine 04071, telephone: 655-4156.
Hand Wheel Measured Course — maps available race day. Timed splits 1 mile and 5 mile — water available 
. 5 mile mark.
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, the undersigned, 
declare that I am physically fit and trained well enough to compete 
in this event, and understand I accept full responsibility for any 
injury I may receive in the above-described road race..
NAME (print)________________________________________ S I GNATURE____________________________________
ADDRESS_____________________________________________________ YOUR AGE ON 1 1 / 20 / 83________ _____
Maine Track Club
THE THIRD ANNUAL
T-SHIRT S M L
FROSTBITE
5K
T-SHIRTS TO FIRST ONE,HUNDRED 
ENTRANTS
SHOWERS AVAILABLE 
CHOWDER AT THE FINISJTFO 
RUNNERS
AMPLE DOOR PRIZES %R RUNNERS I 
CONJUNCTION WITH THE SKOWHEG*" 
CRAFTS FAIR
DATE: February 9, 1985
TIME: 11:00 A.M.
PLACE: Skowhegan Area High School, Skowhegan, Maine
ENTRY FEE: $4,00 in advance
$5.00 the day of the race
Make checks payable to pollars^for^S.cholars
In consideration of this entry being accepted I for myselfj 
assigns, hereby waive and release any end all rights^ ar 
sponsors of this event. I also releasfe the rights 
* the race for current or future publicity purposes.
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
SCHOOL OR ORGANIZATION
SIGNATURE
PARENTS SIGNATURE IF UNDER 18____________________________________________ _
MAIL TO DOLLARS FOR SCHOLARS, SKOWHEGAN AREA HIGH, SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976
The Great Caribou Bog 
Wicked Winter 
Ski Tour and Race
Mail entries to: Caribou Bog Tour, P.O. Box 873, Bangor, Maine
Late registration 5c bib distribution beginning at 9:00 a.m., Saturday, February 2, 1985, 
inside Bangor Mall, main entrance.
Course: Starts at 11:00 a.m., Saturday, 2 February 1985 at Gilman Road and Stillwater Avenue,
near Sangor Mall. Follows old railroad bed and trails through Caribou Bog, across Stillwater 
River, through University Forest to finish at Old Town High School. Measured distance over 
prepared track is 18 kilometres.
Classes: Participants may enter either as individuals or as a member of one team. Individual 
team members will also be scored as individuals and will be eligible for individual class 
awards. Classes are shown on entry form. Your age, for assignment to age group classes, is 
your age on race day. Separate classes by sex may not be formed if there are fewer than five 
entrants of each sex in an age group. Ages 12 and under should enter with parents as a family 
te am.
Teams: Teams may comprise from three to five persons. Groups of six or more persons should 
organize In two or more teams. Team scores will be determined by summing the finish places 
of the three fastest team members. Your team may enter one of the following categories:
High School (all members are students at the same high school), College Sc University, Family, 
and You-Name-It (fraternities, clubs, businesses, stores, groups of friends). If there are 
fewer than three entrants in a category, they will ski In the You-Name-It class. Each team 
member must submit a separate entry form.
Tracking: Tracking Is permitted. Please allow the faster skier to pass you. Slower skiers
may-have to step out of the track in single-track portions of the course.
Equipment: Only entrants on skis will be permitted to start. Please leave your dog at home.
He-can be a nuisance in the track.
Post Tour/Race: Transportation from Old Town High School to the start will be provided 
between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Entrants may also put post-race clothing bags (clearly 
labeled) on the race committee truck for transportation to the finish line. Showers will 
be available at the finish. Refreshments will be sold at the finish. Awards will be 
presented as soon as results are known.
No Snow: In the enlikely event that thereis no snow on the 2nd, the tour will be held on 
the alternate date of Saturday, February 23d, 1985. Everyone pre-registered for the first 
date will automatically be registered for the second date. If you let us know before the 
15th that you can’t make the second date, we’ll refund your entry fee. If we can’t ski 
on either date, all entry fees will be refunded and the event cancelled.
Time Limits: Skiers must complete the course within 3^ hours to win the tour ribbon and to 
Fe elTglble for the Caribou Bog Ski Tour hat (separate charge this year). All skiers are 
disqualified who have not reached Forest Avenue within li hours or Bennoch Road with 2| hours. 
Disqualified skiers snd those retiring before the finish are requested to turn in their 
race number to officials at the Road Crossings or at Old Town High School. Please don’t make 
us search for someone who Is sitting at home by the fire.
Hats: In our continuing effort to keep the entry fee as low as possible, we have decided to
cHarge for hats this year. Every qualifying finisher will receive an award ribbon and may 
purchase the Caribou Bog Ski Tour hat at the finish for an additional $6.50.
Entry: Prior to 28 January After 28 January
Individuals, adults ~13.00 “157oo
Individuals, children 15 5c under 2.00 4.00
Family teams 2.00/person 
($8.00 team maximum)
3.00/porson 
($10.00 team max
Other teams 3.00/person 5.00/pe rson
Help: Extra hands to w ork on organizing this event are always welcome.
866-5652 If you can help, especially on the day of the tour.
Organized by: Caribou Bog Tour, Inc., P.O. Box 873, Bangor, Maine 
Sponsored by: Penobscot Valley Ski Club
Penobscot Paddle 5c Chowder 3ociety
Please call
Bangor to Old Town
The Great Caribou Bog 
Wicked Winter Ski lour & Race
31b pi .ace
MaleH Female □ Team Mams:
Age' Class
13-15 3 30-39 □ 60+□
High School □ College/V □16-17 □ UO-U9C 1
18-29 □ 50-59 □ Family □ You-Name-It □
Name Mailing Address
(1) ___________________________
Team
C ode
Names of 
other 
team 
members
Class
RELEASE: The following statement must be read and signed by each entrant
(or by entrant's legal guardian if entrant Is under 21). If you do not 
accept or fully understand the conditions, DO NOT COMPETE IN THIS EVENT.
I, undersigned, know that Nordic skiing is an action sport carrying significant risk of personal 
injury. Racing is even more dangerous. I know that there are natural and man-made obstacles and 
hazards, surfaoe and environmental conditions, and risks which, in combination with my aotions, 
can cause me very severe or fatal injury. 1 agree that I, as a participant, must take an active 
role in understanding and accepting these risks, conditions, and hazards. I also agree that I, 
and not the organizing committee or its staff, or the sponsoring organizations, am solely 
responsible for my safety while I participate in or train for this event.
Signature
Make ohecka payable to Caribou Bog Tour, Inc. Mail entry to: P.O. Box 873, Bangor, Maine OiUtOl
(1)
MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SIGNED IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN ANY MAINE NORDIC 
COUNCIL SERIES COMPETITION.
If you do not accept fully the conditions below, DO NOT COMPETE.
I undersigned, know that Nordic Skiing Events are action sports carrying significant risk of personal 
injury. Racing, jumping, or biathlon competition is even more dangerous. I know that there are nat-
ural and man-made obstacles or hazards, surface and environmental conditions and risks which in 
combination with my actions can cause me very severe or occasionally fatal injury. I agree that I, as 
a participant must take an active role in understanding and accepting these risks, conditions and 
hazards. I also agree that I, and not the ski area or its staff or the sponsor or USSA or any of its sub-
ordinate groups and/or its clubs, officials and staff, am responsible for my safety while I participate 
in or train for these events.
Organizers and racers please note: This statement of risk, and the signature thereto, shall be valid for 
all single competitions of this meet The meet includes all competitions staged by this organization at 
this site in a contiguous period of time, and acceptance of the risk applies to all of the competitions 
of this meet
SIGNATURE:_________________________________________________DATE:________________________
(Parent or Guardian or Coach if under 18)
Bib No.:____________
Name:______________
Club or Town:
Address:____________
Telephone:__________
Name of Event:_____
Event: Cross Country:
Date of Event:______
Length of Race:_____
Time In:
Start Time:
Overall Elapsed Time:
Overall Place:______________________ Class Place:_______________
___________________________________ Class:_____________________
________________ College Outing Club:__________________________
Date of Birth:______________________Age:______________________
_______Jump:________ Nordic Combined: Biathlon:______________________
_________ Fee Paid:________________ Amount Paid:____________________________
_______________________________ HUI Size:_______________________________________
AGE CLASSES:
THE RELEASE FORM ABOVE MUST BE SIGNED
Note: Anyone 13 and under should be encouraged 
to compete in Billy Koch Youth Ski League conpe- 
titions with meets on Sundays in January and Feb-
15 and under
16- 19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and over
FOR THE BETTERMENT OF NORDIC SKIING IN MAINE”
16 STEWART AVENUE 
FARMINGTON. ME 04938 
(207) 778-2830
GOLDSMITH'S GOLDSMITH'S GOLDSMITH'S GOLDSMITH'S GOLDSMIT
MasterCard 1; GOLDSMITH’S
HOGAN ROAD»947-1168»BANGOR 
i VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROCKLAND»PRESQUE ISLE»OLD TOWN’AUBURN
WE HAVE YOUR NEXT 
PAIR OF SKIS
Atomic ACC Microstep 15 Ski 
Waxless “No Work” Base 
package includes:
Atomic ACC Microstep 15 Ski $110.00 
Adidas Arosa Boot, 50/7 Toe $49.99
Adidas 50/7 Touring Binding $7.99
Exei or Swix Fiberglass Pole $12.99
$180.97 *
Goldsmith’s Package Price $qq  qq
While Supplies Last WO.&iJ
All Packages Include:
•FREE Mounting 9FREE Base Preparation 9FREE Ski Ties
Choose Other Packages From:
Adidas - Atomic - Epoke - Karhu - Trak
-Boots and Bindings From:
Salomon - Dachstien - Adidas - Trak - Rottefeiia
Also: Don't forget to check our sale rack—where
all skiis are 60% off. (Sizes limited)-«*«**************************
GOLDSMITH'S
SPORTING GOODS 
HOGAN RD. 
BANGOR, 947-1168
Mon. - Thurs...~ 
Fri..
Sat.........
.—.10 - 8 
.....10 - 9 
,....10 • 6
< J •iA. 1c 1J A7J 1 ".Vi ■
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GOLDSMITH S GOLDSMITH S GOLDSMITHS GOLDSMITHS GOLDSMIT!
IOCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
I
JANUARY 7-21: TWO WEEK CLEARANCE SALE
SAVE 15% to 60%
ON EVERYTHING.
SHOES ^CLOTHING.
SEE YOU ON THE 7th.
BANGOR MALL 
Skip Howard
(207) 947-6880
METHUEN MALL 
Kevin Reteile 
(617) 683-5069
AUBURN MALL 
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
BACK BAY PORTLAND 
Doug Ingersoll 
(207) 775-6244
"Specialists in Athletic Footwear and Clothing"
